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A FORTRAN computer program has been developed which automatically
targets two and three burn rendezvous missions and performs feedback guidance
using the previously developed GUIDE algorithm. The program was designed to
accept a large class of orbit specifications and automatically chooses a two
or three burn mission depending upon the time alignment of the vehicle and
target. The orbits may be specified as any combination of circular and ellip-
tical orbits and may be coplanar or inclined, but must be aligned coaxially
(i.e. line of intersection of orbital planes and orbital major axes coincident)
with their perigees in the same direction. The program accomplishes the re-
quired targetting by repeatedly converging successively more complex missions.
It solves the coplanar impulsive version of the mission, then the finite burn
coplanar mission and finally the full plane change mission. The GUIDE algorithm
is exercised in a feedback guidance mode by taking the targeted solution and
moving the vehicle state step by step ahead in time adding acceleration and
navigational errors and reconverging from the perturbed states at fixed guid-
ance update intervals.
The targetting and guidance algorithm converges all two burn missions
easily and exhibits good guidance behavior for these missions. Three burn mis-
sions were much more sensitive and required special loops to insure convergence.
The outbound three burn mission had to be converged backwards in time and plane
change was most readily incorporated by eliminating the third burn and solving
the appropriate two burn mission, reintroducing the third burn at the end. In
a targetting mode these techniques cause no particular problem and insure con-
vergence. In guidance mode the convergence problems are more difficult to com-
pensate for and may limit real time use. The program as it now stands attempts
to optimize over all three burns and although it has maintained convergence for
all missions attempted, the guidance corrections have been larger than desired.
In the future it may be necessary to solve the guidance problem over the first
burn as a rendezvous with the desired phasing or transfer orbit and to only
introduce the third burn after completion of the first one.
Another study that needs to be undertaken is to optimize the soft con-
straint. weights using the Monte Carlo capability built into the program. By
altering the weights and noting the tradeoffs made between burn time and orbital
injection error, a better estimate of optimal soft constraint weights can be
obtained.
2The remainder of this document describes the targetting and guidance
program in detail, giving an overview of the program control and organization,
a summary of program inputs and outputs and a detailed description of each of
the subparts of the program. Also included in the document is a description
of the GUIDE subroutine BVAL5, which .was.,aitered to incorporate the soft con-
straint formulation, and is fully documented. The other GUIDE subroutines are
essentially the same as the ones described in the GUIDE 71/6 document1 and
are not described here.
Cohen, A.O., "Guide 71/6 Program Documentation", IBM Federal Systems
Division, Burlington, Mass., October 4, 1971.
3Program Overview
The program is controlled by routine MAIN, which oversees the impulsive
targetting, the convergence of the orbital transfer, and the feedback guidance.
The impulsive targetting is accomplished by first determining the elements of
both orbits, then defining the transfer "rbit and phasing orbit (3 burn only)
and deteroining the velocities at apogee and perigee of each orbit. iexc the
delta v's are calculated and.the burn and coast times calculated. The transfer
orbit is chosen to be tangent at both end points to the principal orbits, and
the mission is classified as inbound or outbound depending on whether apogee
of the final (target) orbit is less than or greater than apogee of-the initial
orbit. The phasing orbit is chosen to lie as close as possible to the one which
results from splitting the burn at perigee into two equal halves. A closed-
form solution is used for initial costate.
The converged finite-burn solution is arrived at by repeatedly conver-
ging successively more complex missions, starting with a planar mission and
gradually adding in the plane change required (100 steps). To maintain con-
vergence for outbound 3-burn missions, it.was necessary to rearrange each mis-
sion and converge it in a backwards fashion, from the target orbit to the
vehicle (initial) orbit. The plane change mentioned above was facilitated by
changing the 3-burn mission to a 2-burn mission where the planar-converged
phasing orbit was substituted for the closer orbit. After converging the 2-
burn mission with the total plane change, the 3-burn mission was reinstated
and converged. Finally, the 3-burn outbound mission is turned around to its
normal mode and reconverged.
After targetting has been done, the guidance portion of the program
is run in a feedback mode, in which it is made to respond to simulated pertur-
vations. The routine MAIN calls BCBCB or CBCB to propagate the vehicle along
each arc of the mission, and Monte Carlo statistics are collected at appropri-
ate points and summarized at the end.
Further details of the operation of the program, as well as the routines
employed, are described in the pages which follow.
4User's Guide
The program is set up using NAMELIST input for ease of operation.
This allows default parameter values to be specified and reduces the amount
of input necessary for program execution. Typical space tug vehicle para-
meters are hard coded as default values and tug missions can be performed by
simply specifying the desired initial and final orbits. The basic prog-am
philosophy is to use the orbital definitions to define whether the mission
will be two or three burns. If the mission is circular to circular coplanar,
or if the orbital elements are defined with no positions along the orbits given,
or if the positions of the vehicle and target allow a two burn rendezvous, a
two burn orbital transfer will be defined. Under all other conditions three
burn transfers will be used. The integer NOTARG is used to control which por-
tions of the program are executed. If NOTARG=-l only targetting is performed.
If NOTARG=l a converged solution for the orbital transfer is read in using
NAMELIST NAMSL2 and only the feedback guidance part of the program will be
executed. If NOTARG is any other value both the targetting and guidance will
be performed. The inputs and outputs and individual subroutines will be des-
cribed in detail in the sections which follow.
Program Inputs
------The-program-intputs-are-broken--into-three-basic-groups:-- those-wh i ch-de -
fine the vehicle's capabilities, those used to specify the initial and final
orbitsand those used to define the Monte Carlo and perturbation parameters
needed for feedback guidance evaluation.
A. Vehicle Constants
The following parameters are used to specify the vehicle, and must be
in metric units. If specific impulse is inputted it is used to calculate mass
rate. The default values for the parameters are typical of a space tug con-
figuration.
Name Symbol Definition Default Value
AMO m0  Initial vehicle mass in kg 28803.1155 kg
(63500 lbs)
THRUST T Thrust in kilo-Newtons 66.7233 kn
(15000 lbs) -
5Name Symbol Definition Default Value
SPFIMP Isp Specific impulse in seconds 440 sec
AMDOT m Mass rate in kg/sec 15.4634 kg/sec
B. Orbit Speifications
The vehicle and target orbits may be specified in four separate ways
listed as sets 1-4 below. (It is assumed that both will be specified in the
same fashion.) For all of the orbital definitions the perigee directions must
be equal and coincident with the line of intersection of the orbital planes.
If sets 2, 3 or 4 are used to specify the orbits, these conditions are satis-
fied automatically due to the way the orbital positions and coordinate systems
are defined. If position and velocity vectors and times (set 1) are specified,
the program will test to see that the conditions are satisfied and will stop
if the proper perigee and line of nodes alignment is not found. When set 1 is
used to specify the data the relative inclination between orbits is measured
from vehicle to target orbit at perigee. In all other cases relative inclin-
ation is set by the input data. If sets 2, 3 or 4 are used to specify the or-
bits and the true anomalies (TANOMO and TANOMT) are greater than or equal to zero,
they will be used to specify the orbital positions. If true anomalies are not
-specified--and-To- and-T are-greater-than-or-equa-1--to-zero-they-will be-assumed
to be mean anomalies and used to specify the orbital positions. If neither of
the anomalies are specified, the orbital positions will be arbitrarily chosen
to allow a two burn rendezvous. If no complete set of vehicle and target orbital
data is available, the program will print the existing data and stop.
Name Symbol Definition Default Value
RO(3),VO(3),TO rOvoto Position (km) and velocity TO=-1
(km/sec) vectors at tO for
vehicle orbit
RT(3), VT(3), TT rt,vt,tt Position (km) and velocity TT=-l
(km/sec) vectors at t for
target or)it t
6Name Symbol Definition Default Value
A0, EO aO , e0  Semi-major axis (km) and eccen- 0, -1
tricity for vehicle orbit
AT, ET at, et Semi-major axis (km) and eccen- 0, -1
S tricity for target orbit
ET RELINC i Signed relative inclination (deg) 0
as measured from'vehicle to target
2 orbit
TANOMO,TANOMT* f True anomalies (not required) (deg) -1
TO, TT * M Mean anomalies if true anomalies -1
not specified (not required) (sec)
* described more fully in text above
HAPO, HPGO - Height at apogee.and perigee for None
vehicle orbit (km)
S HAPT, HPGT - Height at apogee and perigee for None
E target orbit (km)
T
3 RELINC i Same as set 2 0
To, TT,L TANOMO, TANOMT Same as set 2 -1
ROMAG, VOMAG, RO. IV0 Magnitude of position and velocity ROMAG: -1
FLTO aO  vectors (km) and flight angle be- FLTO: -I
tween them for vehicle orbit
S
E RTMAG,VTMAG, Rt! Vtl Same for target orbit FLTT: -IT T FLTT 
..
t4
RELINC Same as set 2 0
To, TT,
TANOMO,TANOMT. Same as set 2 
-I
7C. Feedback Guidance Parameters
In order to exercise the feedback guidance portion of the program and
collect statistics on performance, the magnitude of the navigation update
errors at the start of the first coast, at the start of the second coast and
in the middle of the last burn need to be specified. The time between quid-
ance updates on coast and burn arcs needs to be specified and the number of
separate Monte Carlo runs and time between statistical samples defined. :The
acceleration noise added at each guidance cycle is set at five percent of the
thrust during burns and about 1/2 of the worst case gravity errors during coasts
and can be changed if desired.
Name Symbol Definition Default Value
DELS(1) Atb  Time between guidance updates 20 sec
during burns (sec)
DELS(2) at Time between guidance updates 100 sec
c during coasts (sec)
NOISON 0 - no noise
1 - navigation and accelera- 0
tion perturbations
SIGMAR(1),SIGMAV(1) 6 R' 6V Standard deviation of position 0..O
and velocity navigation errors
(km/sec2) at end of second from
last burn (only used during 3-
burn mission)
SIGMAR(2),SIGMAV(2) 6R 6V  Same at end 2f next to last 0
burn (km/sec )
SIGMAR(3),SIGMAV(3) 6R, 6V  Same in the Tiddle of last 0burn (km/sec )
PERT(1) 6a Standard deviation of accel- .05*T
a
eration errors during burns m0(added lach guidance cycle)
(km/sect)
PERT(2) 6 Standard deviation of accel- .5 10-
4
a eration errors during coasts 2
(km/sec2 ) e
8Name Symbol Definition Default Value
MCARLO Number of Monte Carlo cases 1
to be run
PTB - Time between output samples 10 sec
during burns (sec)
PTC - Time between output samples 100 sec
during coasts (sec)
D. General Parameters
Included here are the remainder of the parameters which may be set by
NAMELIST NAMLS1 input.
Name Symbol Definition Default Value
NOTARG 
- -1 Targetting only 0
0 Targetting and feedback
guidance
1 Guidance only using para-
meters read in by NAMELIST
NAMLS2
NAVOFF 0 Convergence status printed 1




- Integer parameter defining 6
output device
EERROR 3e If eccentricity less than .01
EERROR it is set equal'to 0
TERROR 6t  If tug or target within this 10. sec
time (sec) tolerance of node
or some mean anomaly, consid-
ered at node or mean anomaly
RERROR 5i  Differences in angles (relative .5 degi-eesinclination, etc) less than this
tolerance will be ignored
OBLATE Weighting factor used in setting 0.0
oblateness effects (subroutine .
PERTO)
9Name Symbol Definition Default Value
AXIS(I) - Axis of rotation of the earth, 0
must be set in relation to co- 0
ordinate system chosen by target- 1
ting when oblateness is activated
E. NOTARG=:i, Guidance Only Parameters (N' AMSL2)
The following parameters will define the orbits of the target and
vehicle, initial mass of the vehicle (all other vehicle parameters are set
by NAMSL1 or default options), the initial costate vector and times array
needed to define the burn and coast arcs.
Name Symbol Definition Default Value
NBURNS - Number of burn arcs 2
X0, To X0' t 0  State of vehicle at start of TO=-I
mission. t0 time at start of
mission.
XT, TT xT' tT State of target at time tT TT=-l
QO qo Initial costate None
AMO m0  Initial mass 28803.1155 kg
(63500 lbs)
TIMES - Array of times defining start None
and end of coast and burn arcs
10
Program Output
The exact program output varies with the setting of the output control
parameters NAVOFF, PTB, and PTC. The nature of the output, by subroutine, is
as follows:
0/
o MAIN - error messages, impulsive approximation summary, program
nctes of convergence status, and converged targetting summary
o AUXOUT - summary of current convergence status
o PHASE - error messages, orbit-type message (e.g. "CIRCULAR/CIRCULAR
INCLINED ORBITS'), coast messages (when states must be advanced until
proper phasing exists), and phasing-orbit messages (including rela-
tive geometry, "desired" phasing orbit, and allowable phasing orbit)
o GLMNTS - orbital elements and designation as to whether they are re-
presentative of state at start or end of a burn.
o STATIS - Monte Carlo summary
o USTAT - state, costate, and magnitude of costate vectors
PTB and PTC control the sample collection times in guidance mode, and NAVOFF
controls the shutoff of the convergence-status summary (from AUXOUT) during
guidance mode. In addition, there exists an internal program variable, IPRINT,
which when set to 1 produces voluminous output on each call to GUIDE, detailing
- state-and-costate-at-predef ined-times-on-each--coast-arc-and-orbital-elements at
the beginning and end of each burn. Because it gives so much output, and is
unlikely to be needed over an entire run, IPRINT must be set within the program.
Interdependence of Subroutines
Note that the dashed lines indicate further calls which are adequately des-
cribed in the GUIDE document (except for the addition, in subroutine GUIDE,
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The MAIN routine controls the overall operation of the targetting and
guidance program. It has four major sections. The input section, which reads
the input dana described in a previous section and calculates the orbital and
vehicle parameters needed to perform the targetting and guidance; the phasing
and impulsive-initialization section which determines the number of burn arcs,
rotates the target orbit into the vehicle orbit plane and calculates the planar
impulsive solution for the orbit transfer; the convergence section which first
converges from the planar impulsive solution to a finite burn solution and then
repeatedly reconverges with the target orbit plane rotated in ten degree step
until the desired relative inclination is obtained; the feedback guidance sec-
tion which exercises the GUIDE algorithm in a realtime guidance environment,
continually reconverging in the presence of perturbations and collecting Monte
Carlo statistics on the performance of the algorithm.
B. Major Parameters (Input parameters discussed in Section 3)
Name Symbol Definition
HPGO-,-HPGT, HPGX--- --- -- Height-at-perigee for--vehicle,--target and-trans-
fer orbits (km.)
HAPO, HAPT, HAPX - Height at apogee for vehicle, target and trans-
fer orbits (km.)
AO, AT, AX, AP a Semi-major axis for vehicle, target, transfer
and phasing orbits (km.)
E0, ET, EX, EP e Eccentricity for respective orbits
VAPO, VAPT, VAPX, VAPP Vla Velocity magnitude at apogee for respective
orbits (km/sec)
VPGO, VPGT, VPGY, VPGP IV I Velocity magnitude at perigee for respective
orbits (km/sec)
TAU0, TAUT, TAUX, TAUP r Period for respective orbits (sec.)
IBOUND - 0 - Outbound mission
1 - Inbound mission
MAIN - 2
C. Method of Computation
After reading the data (as previously discussed), the routine deter-
mines whether a two burn mission will be sufficient. If the position and
velocity vectors and the mean and true anomalies are not given, the true anom-
alies are arbitrarily chosen such that a two burn mission is possible. This
is accomplished by choosing the vehicle state, for TO=2000 seconds, at .i node
(perigee for outbound and apogee for inbound) in a coordinate system where
perigee is in the xI direction. This forces the first burn to be centered at
2000 seconds and by choosing the target state at its opposite node (apogee for
outbound and perigee for inbound) at TT=2000 + TAUX/2.0 (TAUX is period of de-
sired transfer orbit) a two burn transfer is possible. For all other mission
definitions the PHASE routine is called and it determines whether two burns
will be sufficient and returns the state vectors defined at the time when the
first burn is to begin.
Impulsive Initialization
An impulsive approximation is used as an initial guess for converging
to the desired finite burn solutions. It is assumed that the optimal orbit
transfer always has a burn centered about the greater apogee and this implies
that the transfer orbit has as apogee the larger of the two apogees and as
perigee the perigee-of--the -o-ther-orbit-.--By-ca-curating-the-velocities-at
apogee and perigee along the transfer orbit, the Av's required are easily de-
termined. By converting these Av's to finite burn times, while assuming that
the burns are centered at the respective nodesand starting the mission 2000
seconds before the nodea reasonable time history for a coast-burn-coast-burn
mission is defined. A reasonable estimate of initial costate 40 is also needed
in order to converge the GUIDE algorithm. By investigating the impulsive case,
it is determined that the direction of thrust at the node is parallel to the
velocity vector and that the rate of change of thrust direction is anti-parallel
to the radius vector. (The reverse directions when decreasing velocity is
required, on inbound missions.) By noting that the Jqo is arbitrary for the
boundary value problem only one parameter.was left to be determined, the ri-
h'J. Not: T -T --Tlationship between the lul and l. (Note: 0 = (u , T).) Using the fact
that the variations in r,v form the same class of solutions as u,u, and applying
the switching condition that juj at perigee must equal the lul at apogee, it





u= -r ( * ---+ ~3vr
r p +
where ra, va are the magnitudes of the position and velocity vectors at apogee;
r , v are position and velocity magnitudes at perigee, and r, v are position
p p
and velocity magnitudes at either apogee or perigee (depending on where qo is
desired) along the transfer orbit. In the program these formulas are further
reduced and the 15 is chosen to be unit magnitude. The formulas become
- v
Vv
u = -F * FACTOR
where for perigee the factor becomes
(1 + ex/ 2 - e 2/2)1 e - transfer orbit
FACTOR = x rnfe riFACTOR 3 eccentricity
rv
p p
and at apogee it is
p + v vr
FACTOR = pa
ra(v p +v a)
When the mission is inbound and velocity needs to be reduced, the sign on
both u and u is reversed. Since this q0 is defined for the impulsive case it
is good at the node and needs to be propagated back to TO, the chosen starting
time for the mission. The two burn approximate solution is now completed and
the program easily converges from this to the true solution.
The approximate solution for the three burn mission is identical to
that of the two burn one, except for insertion of a phasing orbit of period
TAUP. For the approximate solution the phasing orbit is assumed to have the
same perigee as the transfer orbit and the vehicle orbit (outbound) or target
orbit (inbound). This implies that the burn at perigee is split into two
burns and TAUP is chosen in subroutine PHASE to allow these burns to be aS
MAIN - 4
nearly equal as possible. The typical inbound mission approximate solution
thus consists of an initial burn centered at apogee of the vehicle orbit, a
coast from apogee to perigee along the transfer orbit, a second burn centered
about perigee of the transfer orbit, a second coast of the orbital period
(perigee to perigee) along the phasing orbit and a final burn centered again
at perigee. The costate vector for the inbound 3 burn planar mission (plane
change is added after initial convergence) was initialized using the same~ for-
mulas as the two burn case and the inbound mission successfully converges.
For the three burn outbound mission, convergence proved to be more dif-
ficult.- It was discovered that the switching condition along the transfer orbit
coast was very sensitive, and that the peaking characteristic of lul at apogee
and perigee was impossible to maintain when the phasing orbit was encountered
before the transfer orbit. It was found that by solving the mission backwards
and integrating over the transfer orbit first, reasonable convergence was at-
tained. In order to run the GUIDE algorithm backwards from apogee on the tar-
get orbit to perigee on the vehicle orbit with increasing mass it was necessary
to make the orbits retrograde by changing the sign of their velocity vectors,
to change the mass rate from positive to negative, to change the sign on initial
u, to reduce initial mass and to alter the TIMES array. The TIMES array for the
backwards three burn outbound mission is initially targetting by choosing it to
be
TIMES(1) = TP
TIMES(2) = TIMES(1) + BURN3
TIMES(3) = TIMES(2) + TAUX/2 - *BURN3 + BURN2)/2.0
TIMES(4) = TIMES(3) + BURN2
TIMES(5) = TIMES(4) + TAUP - (BURN2 + BURN1)/2.0
TIMES(6) = TIMES(5) + BURN1I
Where BURN1 is the length of the burn at perigee of the vehicle orbit, BURN2
is the length of the burn at perigee of the phasing orbit, BURN3 is the length
of the burn at apogee of the transfer orbit and TAUX and TAUP are the periods
of the transfer and phasing orbits respectively. The initial mass is reduced to
m0 = m0 - m(BURN1 + BURN2 + BURN3)
where m is positive. Q0 is initialized at apogee of the transfer orbit and then
the last three components are changed in sign (u).
MAIN - 5
Mission Convergence
Using these approximate solutions for the two and three burn missions,
the planar missions are converged in less than twenty iterations. At this
point the relative inclination, RELINC, between the target and vehicle orbits
is tested and if it exceeds some minimum value, the mission is altered to in-
clude the de' ired plane change. The target. cibit is rotated in maximum of 100
steps from the vehicle orbital plane, and is reconverg ed at each step in the
process. The two burn missions converged readily using this procedure but it
was necessary to alter the three burn missions to two burn ones to obtain good
convergence properties. This was accomplished by replacing the lowest orbit
(target orbit for inbound and vehicle orbit for outbound) by the phasing orbit
found during the planar mission convergence. The inbound mission is converged
as a two burn one with the desired end conditions being the phasing orbit ro-
tated about perigee. The outbound mission is converged backwards rotating at
each step the target orbit as well as initial costate and converging to the
phasing orbit. After inclusion of the total desired angular rotation, the
third burn is again introduced into the mission definition and convergence for
the three burn mission is attained. The outbound 3-burn mission is then turned
around and solved in a forwards fashion using the final costate as initial co-
state and the burn and coast times derived from the backwards convergence.
Feedback Guidance
At this point targetting is completed and a converged solution exists
for guiding the vehicle into the target orbit. In the MAIN routine the major
guidance function performed is to control the collection of and print the Monte
Carlo statistics generated when doing feedback guidance. The routines BCBCB
and CBCB called by MAIN add perturbations into the state of the vehicle and
move step by step in time through a full feedback guidance cycle. At several
points along each burn and coast arc, error statistics are gathered and an
estimate is made of the error in meeting desired end conditions. These sta-
tistics are collected over MCARLO separate orbital transfers and a summary
printout is obtained from routine STATIS.
This completes the description of the MAIN routine. A math flowchart
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CARLO NBURNS=3 - CALL BCBCB
RUNS NBURNS=2 - CALL CBCB
CALL STATIS
PRINTV MONTE CARLO STATISTICS
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*. 4 NAV o:I-u MAI OGU,.l1
NAIL - u Iu A~ A" urr..J-'S UN MA-oUUU4--
IN 1Al.L~ ,4 .TN.$. A, a .4 -.. - ___ Q4~I4
c MAI 00044
C Pi 'A 10 U004,
PIJ~-!v,,o A. I.. V Q4
* .C DL.Gkifa. TO r' AL)I A.~C V 'v IU
L :. Gc UN -p 1/1,i 0 * M A 1 0 04 3.
-CRA )I U S- - 0FLA - LN *1.M 1 ... T.. -r.. I. .. . . . . .~.. 1,I
NL A Nr H -03/2.l lot MAIX( 0000
C EARTH kiAV ITAT I NAL C0OK;YANT IN MA1000oo-
,U&~~o~ 5 .. . . . . . . A. I.. .. . . . 0 :Si
C....'1AIU0
C 4c 7 1 N~ IiI IMLIZ.. V1.HICLE CM'A .I)<01C '' .iIOb4
FILE. %i'A1[ T t'%, I1 FL)GLM.1 O~ SYSTEM
X .LN CL 1: H. r U. 'A L. LU~V ,IL)J V L_-: _':1
I POUND THRU$ T= .00444622L6t KILLUNE.TO,%tMAI u0
C HLNCL, TUS(.N).kUT(b).04d l . MA 10 0 0
..... --- A- I- u oQ :
-.-,,MAIVUU
c ASS2~O3 11E55S L=TR-T(L1S -, SC* 4 3 GL MAX 00069'
.....
,tCWC.MPLS IN44i,2l2165 /PLL. *.!:j MAI 000o4
S~...MAI0Juo&74
AIM 0U=2 k0.011 MAI 0007:9
72C - AI L) U0 7 1
G.._SpELTIPU IMUL& IN A 00-iL'
C P SE I UPT44 1-1IC MA  Uu~ 1,,
IOTP= MAI UU0
....... C....CLU5L~~~~~.- ANUU IO A (OL' L, 7LI& LNAC~L.M
TLHVILE1U ---- AI OUQ;/':
RlNuN. S= MAI U0Cb3
C.LRNtNIL U T A ;i4t_)0_ b;< LLCUlLA * A: j'AY IAl 0 LU 9
CWL L c__1 ON E1) MA1 0092
--CSE T.- LCLN L I UTY F.. 10.. -1. I0 TH.UAT.... LLCUUNT A1I 1 L S THAW..- MA10.
C IF Tt-LY* AIZL ciA(;K rP ~li'.tPO L)A (A A M-;ji' 4ISSION IS .SSUMLD* AA I u, .
TU=-I.*U MA10OL94
..- C-SET INPUF VAi_%IA,;LL," ]U -I . U, Ui 0.0 10) HIULA[L THAT IHLY ri VL NU)T tMA 00090
...C_.13EL.N RLAU IN T'rI~UJuH MAIS 000 7,'
AU=U*U MA1 U0OU 9,j
L0-l * 0MAX OC02,
......O -. MAIU 00
HPGU=-I.UMAI 00 ii0z
'HAPT 1.0 MAX 0010r.
HPT u___ . .... . . . ... .. . .....-. - . M A l00 10.
.FLTJ~. I~~LuLj
FILE: MAIN FI. JTi rAN p' I LCA 6 , I r o~ [ s . sYT E m
ROMAC-1 .u MA1G0l112
N0URNS MAI 001 1-3
I~~~ L)OT= MA 0114
Avo( I)=u1 MA I Ul11
Rl (I Ai=Co
P3NS.(=1 MAI 001 16
NL)T~il'..i.. MAYU122
IITHAC = 0 MAI00U14
I TUkRN= MA1 00130
IBO3UND=O MAY uu131
- C DIRLCT iuN Ufr LAi Tli'S AAIL-s IN ~F~NLCUUucL)INATc >YSTEM.MA0






C STEP Alzi. IN ( U10ANCu. Od.L .U2INc, COAST. MAY001 14
.C..ZL.Fl ANkHAYS Mi 10 AI 4~
_Du 1 1=1.12 MAI GOu4-
00 3 J1,lo AY A I 0(d
- L) _2 K =1 *6 
--. . . . .. 1 b
DATAV I sJ 91) U. . 1A 10 1 1 bZ2
L3 ATAM 1 ,9) 0 o Q~00~
00 4 1=1 93 M A 10 01~
4,_ bIL-MAV(l )=J.0 MAIG0I5C
C SE73 TkANSVERSALITY CrioD nUNii RtiU.. MAY00 16C
TV ;-*0 
. MA100161
_C.SL-_T.__SL-'CDSF~r 1. M-LULAL kA:'L UM NUlthE& -L.NEkATU.. THE NEXT *i..LINLS MAY M~A1UUQI62
C..b R PPIZLALW'~O WITH Ct'/,N1CjN oiLOCK jk[ , SO LUNG AS A R<ANDO . NORMAL . MA10O16 3-
...C..(MLAiN, iuVAkIAN.L 1)jUK LR1. SULijSTI rT.W *MAI01
FI LL MA I W Fki.Z T i AN4~ CAJV,;FN !U.('L '410N If 0 !SYb-I LM
NRNAHL (3) =7 !.-( M~AI 00 167
NRNA\L (4) =o MA 1001 6U'
-- C--REAa I NPUT FL U -AM".L I~ .- .... ... .___ TL~6
__.CCGMPUTL. MASS NAT. I'V IU PLALU IN... ~M1~
--- A- M.L)-.CMUT L-T _., I-0 )J:A Li . T LL.T4 Iik U. T /,S*,F I U *11 .9 7 .LLW.L7_L.
C PERTURBATIONS IN TU"'P AC(IrLLkAVION DU 6oc UIDANCE. PERT( I IS DURING MAI00 1 '1
C A BURN A-N() Pt1RT (2) DU', A A COAST . Pk f ( ) ('A DE USED FORi I NTRODUC I 4.IAI OU1
7 4
-- C, -PER~T UkAT I (NS,~ 1- k-zi AML TCLL I ('. -. i .4A IU .1U
------ I F(P L-RT 1)P T(- 12)G.. I 1L) C.u 10 L)..... MAl~u17
SN1 
A 10 17/
PERT (I )=.0 tTHU S/A 0 MAI 00179
PLRT (2 ) 0000U3;UK/(01(U 0- MAIU0160
.- 6--LOT i.UL.......................... ..- 1. -. . I~. -~.MAI O 1.61
_"-TORE: VLHl LLL li~LC IN 'XjkN-lNG ARRhAY VLri(10,?) M10
VLlU( 1,.)=Iuuu NAX00
VEHi( 19,4)THRkJSTl MAI001 66
MAI 00 1-'o
C SOLUTION AL;- 'EAL)Y lXI &) ) PAS)S W~ILL HE'. MADE~ THR~OUGH A Ct).tV-'RGt.NCE MAIQ0191
C LOOP TO INSU~c THAT~I 'THE ~ i IS ~ .MAI UJ 19)2
. IF. 1-(NUT ARL.. L:U.1 I 10 '4MI0194
C..TAINGuT 1 io 1S 1ih D-L' .W. .1; I 11- A 2 uk ..- UW Ni MISSION 11 MLIR) A 001 9 .




C CHECK FUN (COMvPLTl: SL i-2.uk-N IN4pu OAT A MAI U0204
--- C--CH-E:CK FlkST Ws-lLTh3U'l SuI AJI-41 AXI . (AG) AINL) .~...I00
-- _.C_.LCCLNThRICITY ('..u) L11 I14IIIAL J <lTf ANDi (AT,Lf') OF F ;.AL .M1~u
.__C-OR bI T .1 7~ SPiLCIFILL). M IO2
iGE.0) GO TJ LU00 MA! 0020t:
C (AUE-J) AND) (AT,ET) fL. tA)7 SPLCI-I"U9 . CHECK$ IF HLIGHTS AT AR-UGEL. M'AI OG21 0
-- -- N) L:i I GLE - (,(Nj) Vi-'~K I 1F I L.D. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ A 0 2 1
NAPU.U..A......G , UAN I AP Iua 0.0UA NO HPGT. GL.0) .. i.1A U UZ12
1.OTo b0. . MA10021-.
.- C-E1 wo ~N T_$pI c7 I I L: L;__-.UiLLK - I F 4(~ FUOJLzS Oi- PC)O2,T 1U
C AND t-LiCGHF ANGILLS W~< -uCIIL.MAL0021 >.
C THE FLIGHiT ANUjLE iS DkVFi4E) AS THL A14GLL bLWNTHL POSIT AOIN AND MALU0216
-----C--ViLOClT'Y VLcTIDR, .M-UiLo. .. r)-i Li-LfO F J:-JITAL M T .. A. S.....MlQ2.
-C-_-Lt-..yo U-LUEILES Lfd.* L.._' &'I'i, .4L Ai"OL)'LAlNL GUL.90U OLGPL .S bL-TVILEN MAIU021z,
*..A~.~ AND) P ll.. A~ ~i-- A.NC.AULA.7Z iAo;-ii4U4 .A TH;-LU( liW N AUi -A I U 021 9
~epr~uC~ MAIN -I
0 Coy
T F-(.UA( G(, L Ii % l.. LA NDLA o&.. F ~ LT ... G, E *.- T JNL) MA I UC 2 2
C ALLOWALLL SE-~I OF L)A A t-<e-tuUkN,.i5N WAS NOT NtAU IN. M ~AI 0022..
' Wil TL( 1OUTllr,300f MAI 0022 j
3000 FokMAT(l LLXLLUilN 'i<i-'41ATING. IwMiJOP-LIR DJATA SPcCE.IFIED FUR 2-hUQNMYAIUQ2C
WRlTL(loUTPT,_*i01) AU,.L(uAT.,L:r,!t&.LlNL4 MA10022 -
.3001 FOJRMAT($ * /. AC;=9tJ14.O,4 EU":!f4.u,' AT-.Z~L)14.b. MA10022'i
25 WRITL( 1L)UTt',T_,)VU 2) dA :iP)GU 9HAPT.HGLL MAX o 231A
30 02 FULW4(' IL 2' -1 ,/. AP~ L),1'4.6. I HPG.O:- .U4., HAPT~l 9D14.69 IrAAU0.3Ja
___ 1TL( lUTPTv.JJ%.) ,3AV0MAG,FLTU . TMAG, VTMAGs FL7TNRKLliqC MAlOU234+
3003 FORNMMT( 1L 3 - FR0t4A(; 0 %14 .6. 1 V0vAG=.'L014.o I ;LT0=2 D14 *.Al 0 23S
1 MA1 00231
STU Li _MA1IUi236
_-- CONViaT -. _UiA.. 3.J A11 I.  IAL- LL
bO AuFT~1P*H~;/ MAT 00240
E0(A0k±kH/G- .0 MAI 00241
.----IF~rL.~0r~l - t-. ~'- !Al . UA0242
L jT IA P T + L A i -Tta' A Y - . . M1A1 0024.i
GO TU 110 -MAI 00246
*C CONVERT POSt rl9C,-,!VLL,)C1TY faNtl FL IGH-T AJLSTO DR(31TAL FLL-ENTS. MA10024 i(
0 - L) S ( -c T h M A?/ 0 A u ). U )l MAlI0U2_u~
H-TMAG=L)Ar3S(kP1TM *VTiA4. NN LT~.CN iA I 002L.-
1H(LT.TI IU+t--"r) -kLAT ti. MAIU02
I-IPT=AT*( 1 +r~.~~u .MAI UU02z-
w~ 1L ( ou~r j :. ) ~ibo ,~ POTMA I002ulI
:J 315 0 F 0.1 A T( L:X JI f .'i i4 i N I I / iLI 6 AT PLRIGLL OF TUGZ-l MA1L026?_
STOP .MAIU0264
_.-C-Uf7Tk- ANL INITIA L i~i4o i,-JAL RIAL1.. T~i- ; FIRST IF AN INLJOUN OR . .MAI 02U6
OUThOuNO,! M1Lu. FALk IF Ti-w [AkHOLT ~IIIS LLSS rtlN APU(;LE A A 10)2b 7
C OF ThCL TUG uz-'..siT. A iiUliUN1 SU~).. M1~~j
I1 I 1 (AGG.iIT GO 6 TU 12zo MAI U,;27u
C OUTCOUNt) MiSSiIN (HW'U P-K I (LL TO kOc U )E MAI0627i
-- . RI TH+!P6( MA I~u 27
k F f tA -ZK1+AT H 1. T MA lv0L~t4
MAIN -14
FILE: MAINu F~m [j-"PA~ i C.AM clj-< I D' Gcm1;41T0 SYSTEMI
12b - )U.L MAI Ut277
R 1 ~UA < 1[ii-1Ai-(.'MAX c0276
.. C...ALULAL.INITIAL A>-LiNAL V/LLUJLITIUS. .--.- .-..-- .AI03O
.V.FST((~./r'.1./AI4........ .... .. M XcU8-
C DETERMIf~iz VELUCITILS AT PO~ 'INTS OPF fU%'-,TARGE ORBIjTS MAi 0028--i
VAPU0-O SOT (u~l (f'- (~AkAR1I T) -1 ./AO) M lA 1 0C)26
VP(,0=fScQT(./K(e., 0-,U+NLAR T 1- /AC)) t)
- C-- THROU(H-THL--&[ATL- VL'L.ORs .-(PH-ASL WAS CALLEDi). Trij' TUG WILL BiE LOCATED) ?AIU026Si
C AT PLR1GE/APUGL.L AND TH-L -IAR(,LT AT APO t.7E/PELRIGLE LDcPENDI( G UoN THE MAI 002 ic
-- C-V ALUi-- UF - I -UN L). P F i I GVqL -I S 111 -T-IL CC T I TU N (1 90 U ) A WO T.: E. H--M I U... 9.
-...CVLCTUR iN]AHE LILC1A~*). .MAI U0292
C..I.JP1TIfIL- S1,4 IL V;rU<SL!)L UP~ I IN S J L oJ TX I ,L P i iA S L. .1 4A 10 C29 -1
bN1.0 MAAX 0029t
'IF( I UNIL. L U1 S I;- *U MAX 0029o
____ 
u.. -. .. . .. . .. . . . ~ MAU~0?u.
VO(2)=VI*SXCN MAIUC3ul
S MA 10 u2
iNT( 2 )0.' A0U.
i.Ttj)U.U %jAl C CJ U
- VT(1).. I.~ ....- -~ . ....
VrT(,L)=-VF*$SI (.N .MA I uU: L7
V T (,3)0 U M Al I 03 G
+kF)MAX G031 0
.X =DMA A (i? I v ,F ,', j-i I U ) MAI uoJI I
- -. APX=A-X4 i &+LX )- 'H. MAI ..... . . . .. .... .. ..
HPX=AX*'t I.:)f.L: MAX u313
VAPXUbSRf U~.U~A(l vkF)./AA)) MAX 00U--- 14
..... C.DEFINL. L)ELLA VIS (+ jr< ). . MAX CJC31L
.-- C-.TrHE-INI ViAL LiLLTA V4 £5: LwF>LLi AS THL-.. VLLGLI Y AT THL. A~uGi /1'RIGLE MAI 0U I'?
C DEFIN'LU, A!S Trc: FIN,4AL ViLJCIA--TY MIpNU$3 rTfk VLLOJCITY AT PERIGE /APU. 3 LE ON MA100319
C THEi TRAN.SFER L-LLIP!i:.. MA100.32J
.LkLTVI=VP(,X-VI MAI0,0322
160 DE-LTVI=VAlX-VI .MAX 0C-326
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z 2-Y-, .-..-. ~. ~ A &0 Z.
----.-. VLLXIR=VAP; . MAI.32
C..--Ui L)T Li CAIN L 1 -1A L L; .itJU OS . -A03'
MAIN -15
FILE* MA IN CUT<i Al/. 10 iG L UINI1 T U S Y ST L 14
T-AUT=2 .*P I*0S0(ThfA A I~-C/~ A C 3::2
C DETERMIE D~FI L ,U~S~~. tSI NeLD IOi-L'rA V1 S ANDi) INi-ri AL "~ASS. 1 M 0O 3 -
-BUR N I.-AM10 / AAD t'-: A(D -,X P i -MD T *)JAJi- ( ULL-TV 1 / Tri- US T) -. .
ELl TAM = ~LUk N 1;, MDAID MAI 0 Z3
- b-LUk = -( AMu -DELTA ,l )/AML) LJT (L XP t -A;.iD OT )A S ( D LLT VF )/TH :US T)-1 .O MAI 00330o
C SLT UP TIMES AfP<kA-1iJ ?-5UAJP 14IS-ION .VITH TIMEU T0U ABI1TRAFRILY 200 A10O..
C SECOND!. LFOL~kL TI-4: ;uGJ IS UL Ar THE' iJUDL, u.NLESS TO ANO4 T-6- WLRfE MAIU3-39
CRUN bALK LuY 2(0uu 'SL'Cs '-.uL N AS 11 IS .(-L* V.; M A! 10 0341
T..4LML&UZ)0.. U- MAID~--
I F( I PHASE LE.U ) 0~ kL 1 9c MA1 00344
SHI -F -~. f- 0 MAI OU34.
*3050 F k N1AT'(' T I.. CA LL ( r IA N 6L) 0Y 9F1IU 2 JL C JU S T J A LLI W Fuk I N IT1.1A IU L3 4
---------I AL C 6AS T. I, 10 AN.' TY N G ', L UU AL 0.0) A i 4D FIU 2) -.-- A10034G-
1F(TO-2000.U.LT.0.0) -C-0.o MAI o003L>
IFS~lT.T.01)~ihIUTP.C5)SHIFT.TT MAlUO0351
GO~ Tu 197 .MAIUO353.
196 TT=2U0u.+TAUlX/2. .MAI CoQ3-4
197 TM()2Uv.JN/2+UMAI00.:,5o
TIMES (4) =11M5L) lU MAlU(.3b7
... C. ~uu tIL rUu AiL) IA.46L! j\fTL'- IN L WC)FY_6ING VAk IAOLLS X.,Xr MAl1U.-00
XO(1+.dju(I) MAI O362
-..200 XT(1+3VT(i) M A 10
. C.. DEF I NL 1 P UL_"5 I VL C u2. TA L. U I S 0 F U.4\ I T AG,'I TU LE A(4u. ALONG( VLLLICITY mp.1003u
I F ( I UfUND .LU. I ) O 1.1) 0 0; AX00>
SIGw=1.. .( VA 1 0.6 -j
-.-.-FCTU~=1 .+LX/2. -X4-2/2.)4-;UK/(I-J--VtLXFR-).....M107
.- J JTU iO07 M AIUU0371
.....20ob SGN--- 1 0 MA! 00372
2007 CUNT INULE MA IU0-374
Do 201 1=13 101A 1 0.1jl t
U20 (0I _3 )=-X U( 1)*r:AL Ik-~u UNMA IOU37 r
MAI 00J7.-
CALL COA1 /0 9UU, -2%UL.k. AU,0.H s ,PH IiI) MA I U0:23,7;
T 3LG 1.1. -T I'l2i LS MA10033i
~G0T 20 .. ~ . . . . 1AOQ-362
C~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A 1*04T~ U~~S.t 44 : . o2~
CL-jh~N -W~iJN i...Oj .. ULL$.TL. HASN.WILL, A LJ .
MAIN- 16
FILE: MAI N FiliTikI P1 CA;VJU I'l~iG MUNITO *.SYSTLM
IF(HvOiAG.(,T.C.U) GLI TO t-Uj M A 10 036
--~-.~0MA.,=D~NT.(U (1)**.'+_V-r(Z. )2+VTL'( 3*2 ......
IF (.........................A....MAIUU39-3
M MA10 0 (L
~~-C-$-TAT~A ANJL;<[: NLJI..$Pi KIL..CCe FU1AL L4T WR..
I F HATP. G.L o cU . A~Z N D GL . .U * u) GO T.I H A P &. GL U U. .MA10 C) 3
1 , AND, -iPG7 GG. U) utj T L) tU 5 MA! 00400
---C- --.i: CK- I F.h-AGN I _fUl_)L. Oi-PjS I T InN .AWL) VW:LuCI TY..AND) FLIGrI 1_.. MAL UU4 0 1
--- C-ANGLLS 14W .' SPLl-ILLU.( 'Libllf AiNuLL UL.VINLL? IN 2-L1UiRN OA.T4~.- MAu0.
- 1-k1NTMAG. u -i A Ai) _VJ-A Cic ..l..A 140 F L.TT 0G~ 0 )._.GU .10 .bQ7AM1-i JQ4 Cff
C INADLCQU~r ELL~ir_11T T si<C_ IFI uD STOP. MAI G04U
WRiE 10 urPT*,3iu0) , ,~iTViNLLINC.ACLUAT*cT MAIOC)40b
*...11J....~MA('.t~i-LUTUN S1IT..~G.IMP6FXLJPLi&. DATA
~L..IIN.,/. LLT I ',/. U='.jjL)4.ut' V0=l.J!)14.t9/v6 t<T=53D~mA004W..l
GO TO 2t> MA! 0041 1
c 1MAI 00412I
lC-CNVRT--lGHiT; -INT~s -o~i ,TAL- .L!_LtwiJTS....................MAI 0041-,
-- 5_.A0=11Ak Tii+ ( rlAP u+.P; ) /2 . C M A. 1 4A 1u4
L1Uz(H P ,L A.LT 1) ). O- .0....- . . . .-..---. *.-. _ MA 1004 1-'
AT=RLAt-1-+(APf+H-,Al)/2 .u MAI 0041
LTz- (HAPT+R A.- TkP) /A T-I . 0 MAI 0041 L
__I~ 7.T E_ '-T=U.u .. . MA10U.4 C
.. TO t~10 MA1 00426
.... C.CNVLT. ~)3I~uNVL^LC NTL.) FLi6ohf P-NCLLS iNrO ONRI-ITAL L L..zJALNT5. MAJOU42 I
_5-7---A UK~*i', =2 U K 4 Nt.24W UA) A0Oi
--,A~~S I (UM AC4 *V, 1A' (11L) I IN( F L T 0~ * L O ) MAI 00423
LU=DS0NT I MGL(AU4*UK) )MAI 0u424
1F(L0.LT.~~~t.~0~~L3.i_ AL.. I -. . . .,.. . .i 0 4 2
----- A.. T =u r,*- T M A G 2 . IA X 2 f A ~A) (3 MA I U4
H T PAA 6 ulA! 'F414 ; 'VT_ AAo U~I F LT f 6:- C0 t)) MA1 0042-1/
L-L)$~ o SuT I v -4Tt4U42.4~.. )m A, ..u....-. .-.--.... __ MA 0 04L
1F(ET9LTC.W.f 0f-) ET=0* . MAlOU42
510 H-PCC0=A 0* ( I.*-LU) -4-A:7,, I MA! I04z50
- -.. .rMA100432
-- C--ELE(sE.N T S SL~.PLC L ..' Ci 4V H.. .TFTHR _T RUL .".N&M'AL IL S.W LRL SP C I F 1;L). MA IUU 4 ..3
F.k. CL . . u .A AU H~Li * .'k.0 .0u )-.Ga.-A U_11..........._ __ 0r&A0 4z -4
WRIl*E(iLUITPr.31I_-o) Hr'GU.HPG1 . MA! 004_iti
-STOP MA! 004.-,6
-CAN M A 1. L~ NCTS-Lhfj. ii IMLS rOTT -WILL t4OW UL. -UN::IDLRE.-. MA10'.-.
.C-rTIL. iAN. A NUJ,1AL~. 1 CfIA ,.LLti tNLL PL,,-" I CJ7- Gi* I F C fC U L A- S NLi THL -MA I U4
MAIN - 17
FILE: MA INr F0k I iA;. -I LAM._, I L)GL 'AL~tii IrO SY ST LM
-----CL.C-.i~--LiTHE a- 1 .i-L I .- -f !;j 1TAL._ k ~2cLL).- .---- -- A.L._~-
TAU U=2 *P11 40SCkI <( A6 I/ UK) MAI 0u4 4 2
TAUT =Z .*P I *L)_$jUk&r (A *4z~/u) UK MA 10044a
-- I F(TQ. LrF. -1AUJ. AN . Fl..L .T AUT.) GO-4 0 -. 520 U--.---__ MALO4..
C T I MS ARE NO f LLSS i HAN Uivi. uLJ1 TAL PLR IOD . STOP MALIUU44b
WR ITL I UU1 T93 1 U ) -10,Tr,9'lAU 0 TAUT MAI00446
-ai-02--oF.mA T (A-LXC 1 1 J- -I L;.4 .iM~j 1~ *.IA Ai,4.NIAL I LiS . LXLzt--NU4IL-ALU'_7.
I PERIOD*/, ru=*,l 14 .0 v TT-',Ulq.6,1 TAUO~ I C+tAUT~l D14. IM A IGC44i
16) MAI 00441;o
-C Tl1M--S SINLLiCL PA_>!Ao-,L ;A;,L~ NRLASUNAt3LL. LEINE4l- TUG A!NL) TARGET M1AI0J451
.C-STArE AV -L1OL A.,,'. Pt'luPAuATL AHll-AL) VIA LALLS TLj CUAIsT. Cj T HE MA10O4t>2
-C4I4GS-I4VL N - ii Y--- T*HE-PuMi.ANAN A4WALL S -- -- U.----- 0-- .~ .4E,3
520 STATE( I )=A04( I .- L(; MA1 00454
STA TE ( 2 ) =0 U MAI004bt
STATL(4)=u.u .AI0"
STATL(:,L~'iL(.~r1.A1-.A) - .MAI 004bo
LALL CO AST(5>TATLO4*)OM.,i0),$r ATL,.L)LJM,PH1,PfH ) MAI 004b
- RU ( I)STAr~1 T. L ( 1 MAI 6046.L
525 VU(I)=STATL(l+J) .MAI 0QZ4Lu-
STA'fE( 2)=0.0 MAI 0046e-.
*STATE(3)=U.0 MAI 004o7
STAfE(4)U., MAU4'
S TA VC ( L: . : N -N 'D -s'( RL Io NC 4z L) L N) MAl 0U476
CALL CLUASI(ThU'1T,,TLOLMPIH) MAI 04i
DO 530 L113 MA I0047;
RT - ..AT I. - ~ ~A10Q47zi
5-i J0 VT(I ) =TA fL I+) MAI10047- '
C. SET bO0Ti-H T IA .h& T 6 2 G0u. ',FTL.- PkUPPGATING ,TATCS THRUUO;H rlLlk MAIUO47b
-__CMLAPN ANuMALi. -- 0.4 7. 1... .~ lA.0
* TO=2600. kiA I UU4 c
Tr=2000.U MA 10047';
jTO 60L. MA 1.0 C.
S MAIU'0461
.C.- TRU E AN UM A L L a> LVkaL S:Wj- IIL 5 .L T U iCUP L)~I W A T~ $Y TEL S U H MAL04io
C HI AND A(2) iS X(3) Cau- I X i MA1I004cS4
550 RM A GA u ~I C 0 14/ i+ o C QS( I A 1-46:-1L)D LC N) MAI 00465
RO 2)= 1A N(T A\ij'ii; LA ,LN) MAI U+~
I-o J = MAIUQ43t6
- .VMAGDT (UNs/ (;A 04 1-~--U**-2)) .I4
VO ( I ) -VMlAU*L) I il ( TANIA0li*JL,C Ui-4) .. MAI0049,
~ .. MAL00491
Nr ~ L II )= A~uJA..P L T-ULCN), (T.j AT40EGL. - MAI 0CB. ';
MAIN-18
F I Li:. M A I i 1aue 'FcoPy'fiNf G, 1.41T Y!,
VM AT (U/( T T*2)MAI 004v
VT (1I-MC4~ 'A [A IO T) 4hGCN A041)
...VT.(2 ):zVMA( (V.( LA-f~*LCU 4 4... ...... - ~ 0
-.
_ U D.- -. I. N.. L. L :AIATI wiCT TA T a
R T(3)=NT(2 1 L)I N ( k LL NC DEG CO 0 MJAI00b0._-
-- V()VT .1 1 V T _M A.. - .100O
VT(:3)=VT (2)1;IN\U LL INCL)LCUN) _.. MAI00~L
TT=2u00. MJ*3 iAlOui u v
~TCW7&UMA1 0051 U
__C._TUG AN) T AkGL' ** 2TAI*L-* &'-P;ClFitL'. LHLLK< 1F THL TIMLb A .L THEL SAtMF.N1AlU.0b12-
.....TH lSATiL.S :AUSTU PLI-L)rT1LS4tTMLWgN PHASE~ 1 _-CALLEU. ... MA1O0bI.
Y L. TtviiS. i.iiAL- LLU$ -T IN., AND _NE~VER _. 4AiQlJ
600 IF(L)AiS( T0-fT).L.T..i) >J TO 70u' MAL c 00515
C COAST rARNOLT SlATLE Ok~$~4~) FJ,< flAi S IN TiML~ AS RLQUIR-D. MAIOOSX'..
.~J[N3IJ LNLCO)AST Q A. -VL'fiJR_ . U TATLIS. ..... OI
A~~~~A T05 E -I+I
CALL COAST (bTATL_,(jJLJM v o-lrr.STATLOLU.Mi,,JHI,P)H1) MAIu0622.
.O6; A (.I US>24
RT STA T=*. I MA 1 i U24
2--.. . . . . . ..I T A -r t -j+ -)... 
-. A.I.U 0 L) 2 ':
C A~3I TRAIL.Y CriAiNIGL I M PiI.FTu.LT.2uuU., INCREASING lu TO 26uti. MIG2
C SECUNOS TO AL-L-OW '1 i~iS~~LNITIAA.C- sS MA! 0052e,'
IF~TO GT.2~tc.) c~djI~M A I UA IL:52
i'0= 00.---MI~J3
3120 FLWRMA1 ( CHANtLi -Tl -iM-.LI(I ALLUW FOR INITIAL (.UASs.S.s',/q M A10 U 5.34
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
U~~AL.. N , U.. *.72'.T N T -. W LUUAL '.A05.
-~~~~~ 2EoU Lt.) AE 10 0 5 3 c.,
.....C..CALL PHtASL r!.) ZLL4N.L-2J.VOU'S I!; vUL ITHl 2 OR 3 M A10u (
C MISSION IS ALWAYS FJS L~ -Up rt iOk~T1S A 2 ON J3 3UKN MA1053v
C MISSION NIAY -BL 41,$LL. UAEATIO.N qJILL ThNANT IN PHASE, IF NO iAI0Ot>4C
-C M~SIh~is O~-;~ii 41 111i .TI-tL ALL.1T1ILL) TINL....................MAGO0)41
.. 7u.. ALL -.MAIU0b4 -
......... iPA~L1. ..... ... MAI 00t>4C
TAU T=2 . *P- I~s F( A T 4-3/UK) MAIO0b':
Tv=TU+TC0AST .MAI00546
....INUL NS-..Q.) GD TO) 1U00 .. . MAI 00C46
--C-.U T IM IN W- hItT! A 1.1 LJ0i; T -OO IA............... A~tk -AIO:4
MAIN -19
FILL:. MAI N FCA1[,3J rcAM JE 1~~AU!NITIOi SYSTEM.
HPGU=AU*( 1.-Eu )-t-ILP.iTlI MA10055
HAPT=AT* ( 1 .+LT )~k Av~~
- -HPG.T=AT*( 1 .- ET 4NT .---------------- f~41G~
1 F(HAP C).GT .HAPT ) .-I lUWL I M A 10 0.~
IF(IbuONL).r_0.1I iPG-P=HPG.T MA00566
EP= 1 - P(EAT )/AP MAI O~i:bt>
-
.I-APPMP*( I .+1P -NLA..'TH -- iRIAOO±Lb 
0.
-C CALLULAIL VAUib'f N L.L)[LJIiTS Ut-: ALL MF~LT. ~AI 00:>6
VA0VUl(U<* ( I. -L-)/( AU4 (.LO 1)ML
-VAPT-DURT(U( I .- if T )/(ATc( I .-- 'l ) )MA! C)C54
VPGT=DS0kR~(UK* ( I .±rul )/( AT-d I .- Lr) ))mAILuu5t)5
IF(1O ND _ I +i)(~'' ,L .- k u )0 .. _ 1AI UU bu 3
kF=HAPT+Nt&A T MAIU~b7O
GO TO 70._1 MAI 0Ot_;? I
-. . F=PGT+ILAR-TH- MAJUI_'7-i
V702 vI = D tiT( UK (2 ./.1/, I -I 1AU MAIUUj74
AX=(R1+RF)2. .MA! O~t76
EX=DmAX1(kIRF)/Ax-IO MA1067Y
P h'LX=A X4  I LX A !< :r1 MA1uI7
-- VP(X-U$(~ I (U&~ ( !,N 1 (k I wl!F-) - 1./A X . --. ___MiL.1
J.F(~~~~~ LbjN).t. ) t i 7uj A1C0~
DLLTVI=VPGP-VL 0(,b,'





GO T O 7 03 M A 10 Ut.,
biELI vF=;vt -v,( M AI 0': -I- 
.- C..-FINL) FINITL-tI.UkN T.....-~Au(.
.. 70Jb! LiUN1HA(A/AV'i )-I. MAIU0t-91
U L LTAM=A M L0T *7Lill N?2+WIL T AM 
AI0O
DURNJ A )- T :. 1 >Ex -AD)U T L)Ar$S (L) EL TV F )TH J S T -1.U M A IU Lj t.)
~~~- I F J ',JN.~UI .'> CC) I ~.u4-
tLJAT 1 1 -a P -+DUPN2.2 
MAI uQ )97
.- OA-I r;. T AUX /2 4L+ UURI Uki.k,) /L. M A10 0 z'
704 COAST 1 =TAUX/'2. !LU, ii1 +1 U.-N2) 12. .. MIO
7U 5. 1F(TO-?0UL, LT. k,,. TTz-TT1-2CU .-Tv MA! ~O,:
.........IF.TOLOOOO.L.O~u r0~. 0...... . mAIO~uQ4
1.~(TU&TO.1.. U-' U6U ------ --- D- 6_0.. --.. .. .- . .
MAIN -20
FI LE: NlAli- I ~ F9&R '! CAML3F.RIDLGL N10NI 1 U.- SYSTE-M
T~iL~ INTC)MAI Uv6L'7
T 114ML.s( I )T . A0Oc
C STORIZ STATES i4 ".0 A1 4L Xf MA I 00614
710 __ T(I+3)=VT(I) MAI0001'mw
C SET UP INiI AL (~Ff(l 1iidvjN) M1SOJMA I 062(3
kFAC1lQR:-( UK+VA? *VF'l',(t1 0.AA+1LA;4N) C1 0 (APX+lL ART-H) *..AX~~))JAo3
U L.7 20 1 1 .3 .A102
u 0 1 -X 0 C I IAI UoAI2SJ
C COAST TU'G L8AL4 TU ST-uc F OF FRL-ST (3URN .MA100626
.~LF(biDU U.~-3.1)CJ fu 202 . . .MICb.
- -- -- -- -. . MAI U0629
-- cCO NV C kG L--T i -L.. 8U kN .~T JU i"M i- I I J -b A LKW A I D 1i'4N m. MMi A..IAL Q .0'
C TO INSURE C0NVLKLE.NC'L MA 10063 1
C MAIU0632
..- C..SAW.-" IiNITIAL >TAI1L.6 UU- fU0 MA t-)
75u TU(,SAV (I)=X0(1I MAlUub3/,
TI MTUG=T0 MAI0063c.
-,C.PRPAGATE Tr:GLT 1A r( L--- TJ I NAL BL:- N~ji)L..................~ A0(
M4A10064Lc
........LLLCUAST (XT q")U4.TAU+A'%*X/L',0O>%X(J)WUMlqPifl11ilJMlhj~
c'S--PIVUSV- U LU~ljt.-AT. .~.L. . ...
FAC TR UK +,/A'i * P (1 AV +P LAk I H )((HAPX+ Q,-Ai TH) m*3r WVAP X+ VPGX) MA I JU 4J
DO 7~o 1=1 ,3 MAIU0044
I cJ()XG I+ )/VA-'T . .- -MA0e4.
~7b0 uo+3)~xu()~-A~u~ .. MAIOU6bc
.-.C.-PRLPAGAlc. TU Li<) OF L/L-IUllJ~N.. . . MA100647
CALL COAST(X0 , Q0,Uk.20 X0,(0,PHI PHI) MAI 00649
C SET UP T1.SAiWAy MA1 0OoL-.)
~~ MA1006bi
.TIMES( 6)=,rM~ +U: MAI 0065cu
.. C.REDUCE MASS* ;CT ANLL)A~ TAL ... ... M i 1~
~T~rI~iLSIM - - - -. MA U 06 b
TTT'..LS(z ) . . . . . . MI)L
MAIN - 21
FILE: MAIN FORiTRAi4 i CA .;tRIDG. L MONITOR SYSTEM
-- C-RL-V ., .LV L A0L.iY.--,A, AT. , .LO LL L..Y._A..... -_U D-.- ----- __ MAQ. O~.L.




k -790---J;;4 ,& ......... .- .. ....... . .... . ..... . ....... . .. 
LQ. 6_ th a 4-
XT(J-3)=TUGSAV(J-3) MAIOUbS




-_-C-WR.ITE- -IMPULSIV:- .SOL i . ... . .70.......
202 WRITL( IUUTPTJ200) N.U<,S MAIO0671
...3200 FORMAT(//,Ux, ' ' ,12,'-dUi4 IMPULSIVLE APPROXIMATION SUMMAMAI00672
].R-y._a -.- ._ ,///, 0;:.,-_ OR 1 AL.. .LLALN. S .4..- .1 /..12X ,..S IMAJUlMALU.6(J 7i.-
2k AXIS EC CENTRiCITY 7GHT(APw d:L) Hi-IGHT(LNPRIGEL) PRIOD V(APMA10067
4
30GE) V(PIGL),/,14X, ILMT ),X,(KLOMTER) (KILOMMAI0067.
__-- 4ETERS) .. .- CON'") ...~KM/.SC.) . (r.M/SEC) .. .................-... AL 6
WRITLI1UTPT,32.j1) A ,HPUPGUAUVAVPG MAI ub7
7
.3201 FORMAT' -U'.i1- 3-
5 l
.
F I 3 F - 2
,
F 1 3 ) . MAiO067j
IF-N'tURN. - ,. ) .. i4ri (LjUTVi .3 ;:uz) APP.HHAPP, HPGP. TAU.,vAPP 
.  - A L O -O 17
3202 FORMAT(' PHAIG, .,F., .3,F2.,F3, 11.3) MAIOOoL0b0
WRITL(IOUTPT,32(.)) AX,t:X.HIAPX,HPGX,'FAUXVAPX, P(;X iAL0,)obi
-. 3203--FORMAT( ' T ANSA ' , I 0.. 1.t> o.1b. -3 , F16 .. , F 12 o F93 . 1.3) O. I OQL2
SITE ( iUUTT, Ui ) ATf .- tr, iA), rPG T , TAU .,VAPT, VPG T MAIOOb83
.... i2U4. FORMAT( * TARG T_"  ,F 6 )w.a, i- * .,Fl .31Fl1 .JFl21 2, F4.3, 11.3,//) N. A,,A1000 4
'W-I T4. (I JOUT T.,42(; ) d  cj L IN . . . .. . .. A . 4 .>
320.5 FORMA(' R LLATIVL IC LINArILN ,:b.3,. DEGRES (MEASUR -D + OR - ATMAIUOO6o
1 PER 16LE)X,///,2UX' 4  4 YA 41 4 4 * MAIUb06
2-- -. ' / ) ... ............................. ..... ..... .... MA OO 6
WRIT'--(1U'T, 200) TiL I N JRi MA100669
32._ 6 FiURMAT(' FlkST JU o ,i AT*,"10.2,* SLCL.NDS'/,' FI.. ST DURN IS4MA1i0U90
1-,F.I.-2 .2 ,-'- .CO; V') ... ... ---.. . . ............-...-. ... .. . MAJuGJ ua
i(NijURNS.c_..2) 1UII (1LIUUfPT,3207) COASTIsLJURN2 MAI00092
IF(NSURNS.U J.) WRIT,.(10UiPT,320i) COAST1,URN2sCAST2,BUR JI1
3  MA100693
---- 320-7- --FOk AT( ' .LIA T -. ',F IU.2,' ;EC Ui4 /S C/ ' Oi.CONL UURN 1S ',FS., . SLCNIA 1Uo.94
... NDS' ,//)MA b9
3208 .FORMAT(' IST COAST 1',1L_,' CuNDS',/,' SLCUiD 3JUR.. IS',F11.2,MAIO0690
1.-.CO ' ,.-. ~.'. .A -T-I~u 2, & .- CUS. ,/,' . FINAL.URa_.SM!A1Uu97.
2',F2i.2, ' SLCONOL 'M,//) MAI 00O69
C CALCULAT THE 0ILIG-rSA..L O) -N STI4A\TL,) LsURN TIMi'. MAIOO69,9
.204..-..-...-1F(OTARG.N:.1 ) U T. .2 3 .... ............ .................. ....... MAOO.00U
. Rr-AD( IiN PU r ,.AML;2) MAI00701
L 1 -N CNL =U.U MA~uu7o,,.MAIUU7U4
........... O 246 1=1.6 MAIGG707
ETA()=l.) .2 )(-M AI 070!,l -'- . .L P. ... AiLU0 7Lu ,
.................. O 246 I=1,Oi ... M L ,0 7
....bLTA( i)=1 ,002. MA 10Q00
.. L~.&(-I..I .J ). L.JL:P-# Al .UL0.... . .. - . .... --...............-- ..... .... ..--- .AL.07T0,9
248 WIGHT(I )- : T A ( I ) ' iSi/( I +0LTA( I P)4 I )  MA100710
203 COjNTINUL MA100711
... .... _.t ut = I - ...... _ Ai. 0 U, 7 1. 2. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. ., :''..........• .. .. .. .... :...... ......... .... •.,"4A I0071.2
_C CALCULATE L.ND uj DITI . ... A. .AI0071
-.CALL VALXTo f .MAI 00714
..........-- .ALL2 4 u A L4...T. . A----- ---
MAIN -22
FIL:: AIN FCVrU: 01CAf1-IRIsGE. WilNITO SYSTLM
c MAE 0071 8
IFIA_. L.U r~1(UTT .32 16a 0..-.M.L.U7-1. c
-- lLUIJ .<I i UU fP r 2 1) _,_ MA10 u72 u
IF IT URNLk.'IU2 W; I f I OU TP T .22 U ...................... .
-
I -.-TU N i U 3) -I T I( IU±T P.T 3 -:A, A. -.. I____MA -7 2-..
3223 FCORMAT (I bj3'I;*4 U I/jCL-LYCWUNvc_.<( ENCE.') .. MA I U072.1>
3220 FCjR~AT( ADD : IkLu ( UPI\ AiL QFC0iNVL>RGL M .A 100724
.~~0.FURIAAT I -~iL.A OV~C:~- 9/). MAIU672u
_-.C- -TRY TO CCjNV'_-kGE.z TH"' Cui-JLkAc -ISSi~iN IN .LL. jU ITERATIONS. - . MAI007127
DO 2toU lTckl ,30 MAI U072,t;
NOP 1 MA1 0073G
0ALST(00(1) **_-t- 0 (L .* QL 2-t-OL;J--4-. M A10 0731
~U 7U01V 1)QA~ =I _ ._AI0.732~
-CALL-GLJIDLA.J........,..----.-.. . . . ... 
MAI.O .3
CALL AUXUJT 4AX 10 7.3t>
CALL CKSET(CK) MAI 00735
U01DM)(. -2!)1-1 M A I u u719
T II ES ( I )T1I:Ar I ii I I ? 1: I )C K MAI C0741I
IF (DABS (O ( I)."T.;rU(,~lAX ) DouMAX =DA PS L)QUO) I MA 10074 2
-2 1----IF (L)A,13k."(T. I 7EI'.5 I ) _, ).,. oTMAXs) - DTMA X=AIt (L)TI ME.S I) . . .M A 10 07 4 J..
AT'1=A1L .MAIOOY4+
IF( 16ALK.Lu. I ) CG.VLI- 1. 1 )+( 'II Cb - M b t)+ I- IE (3) MAI uu74t.
AM(AYU+A.M, I) MA1 00747
~ MAI0074b
.I0USAM-AA1.L.VA1I.)%.UO)Gi) TO 2 32 .lMAlU0.749
__..321 1 ._F~kMA (' * C.PLANAilI SIU CUNVL <CLU IN, 1-3.1 ITL-RAT IoNs.1') MA! 0075u
_..3214_.FO~klA(* TUkiN-A.WU L A(AILVUJ LljlsIi.l I TiRA TIINS MA1007b1
~ ..,J*~L'.'j J......L)-Aa. Ci) ~(LiLiL)IN', I 3.' -1 TLISATIl JL4!. I A C0Y~
250 C 0N T IN U': 
MAX O75>
C DIE) NUT Ctjlr!VERG . IN 3C I lI ATIONS. DUPVARIA8 -LES ANUL STLIP. MA1CO754
,.30....FOMAT( 'PLANI'A! ~'U' UIL N lT' LONVERL- IN 1IL1AT I N-c, STOP' INAQ U7to
vo. M-A007b,7
IF( ITU~kNr(-).0 ) .Wk ITiK( 1I!PT,32 1 1 ) ITER MAIU00759
IF (1 TUERNN *F . 1) Wl~ 1+: ( I CJU rPT .3.2 i4- ) I TER MA1 00760
~.JF( IU .D~e) 'o-.ki fL ( I iiUTP-T )J~2  I IER.....M107
I.F iTUo,4.,u.-)\ L-A. I UUfPT 94222 1 -1 ..N MAIUU762
.~22 FRMT . 'ULAiLL-U-.Ly .CUN4V~ k.L;t A CH IL, D IN', 13,* 1 .LRATQNS.l.;MI,%j j




. ... AIU'.7 6c)
?eroce copy-MIN22
F ILE: MA I Fj ills __ CIA-6: 10GE -'. i1TO; SY STEM
--C-R-ANFJM w d F 4jU~ k 1A 0,Ju- J- i JN-ul-. PL ---------.-. .~4i0U4l.
I(N3N D~ .3 K;( 2 t:, 0 MA 100 772
ToSA V=T IML c"(i.) .MA100773
TXMSAV=TT MAXI u77t>
.0Q _ 22j3-11.4 ...-.. .~A0077o
TIMEES(2)=0 * MA1 0077h
TIME5( 1)=u.O MAI00779
..C CALL kUI LL TO 63NLi0% fL Pi iA:3IN6 LlRcir E-N1 ) COND ITI ONS MA100781
CALL GU1L'_Au.u) MA 100782
254 XPHASE(I)=X(I) MAI 00764
TT -T So I -m. .(- MAI00765
-254O--CON T I i -...... .. ..- . ---- -
A0U.73b
C PERFOR~M ~Lo ~~PA~Cii~LI N 1L C - .. A1007
RCL T =jAS (kL 1 L) ___MAXOOLbd
ANGL()SIN(AGL,'~LI:~C)MAX100790
DA N GL =AN 3L -AN GL, I MA1 00791
-.. -----.wF&LTL,(1IOUTPT ,4cC.V) A>L .. MAIU079.3
400 FuN, A T( ATTLj&.T 'IJ -N~~L'd., ULGREL PLAf4E CL- NGE2') MAJ0794
IF(IPHAS -. Nt-.0) GO. TIil 1,7 MA1I00796




XT r)V ( )U l4Ai4.L * t--C N MA1 00602
60J T*Olu MA 100603
_C_ CNVL:-W I NG bAiA(','-iAiw).. %U(T!- X G AND) UO MAI 0u~ci6
CALL NOAE(0 ~K LAG:tEC) ) .MAX00b0b
GO To0t MAIU00809
_~2570._. IF (NLURNS. L"3 'Gu I MAIGUS811
.C.-6R4MISS IDN. ,'DTATL: fPh6LSLIi AT . MAI UuL31
GU TO 10CO) MA1C00614
C 3-bURN F0FR4Aki [WTATE XlrJHAGL- . MAIUU615
.. C-SET UP JjURZN AS -U<
J~ ~u 'ub 1-1.6 MAI Uo018
C ON FIRST PASs sLt.r U" AN INITIAL CCOAST . MA1O0c620




~~~~~~~N v~ J X .. 0..kI.~.. l~ ~0 L~
MAIN -24
FILE: MAIr FU;k-UTA;4 1 CAMBRI DGL- MONIITO. SYSTEM
____ 
-T = O T c - -- ----- --- - - --- --- A LO- -- - AO O26-
C REDUCE INITIAL MA S- TO . FLrCI L STIMA fED THIRL) UN MA10627
IF(IbACK.L£u.0) Go i l1000 MAIGOG2,
.A% SAV= A MOT( T o!AV-T'SAV ---- ---. -- --. - AL00a9-
--- 
- -V-H( .1 )=VL ( -1 ) +AM SAV .... . .. .. MAI U J31L-
-- L.0U--CNTINU .. I ---. . . . ... .. .. JAAL-0.3L-
- -T-U P---.N D -..C ON I.T.LU. F _.: ,--- LA .- A', --- II 32-
CALL 6VAL5(XT,w0,PT I.TV,-1) MA10033
DO 261 I=1,b MAI00834
-261---CC.( I )=D(I1) . . -•-- ..... MA- -0,.3b-
_.C.- +. .- M.:,... . _ A100830
-- C.. - _ MA100337
C TRY TO CONVELRGE wlTH PL;NL CtHANGLE IN .LE. 30 ITERATIONS. MAIu00839
. .-DO 290ITER=1,30 MAI00840
NOP= I...MA.LO 0A.
......QMAG=D o T" ( 0 ) , 2 -0 . +l (-3) 0 4) MA2
S ---- , 10-(--) . - - . .1 ...------. - - ------ - --------*_____)/U A .........- AOOi4.
CALL GUIDi:t(0.0) MAIU(0845
CALL AUXOUT MA100846
- --- CALL- CKSLT.( CK) -- - -_-.... ._MA..0+7.
.. ....AX.0. ------... . .MA lA00O b .4
. . . DTM AX0.0U - - - - - -.. . .............- 4MA9
IPR 1NTO-.-0--------. ------ - --------- - ------- - ALil.0
o0(I ) --Q 0( )+ DQ(,U ( I )* _K 'A A I U O 2DO 2 11,o ), MAIlOUb
MAlbO5t
* Q0(1)=0()+D(I)~' MA O
-TI,4 S(1)=TIM .,-, I '.S(1)@CK .. .. .. . MAIOO ,.
IF(DAiS(UQ00 I) ),GI1* L:0 AA) 0uO'AX----JU( ( ) .MAI Ouj4
288 IF(DA S()I>ES(i)).,.i)ThrAA) OT:.AX=0AUS(TIMS(I)) MAlOOdSt
AM L-A u .-- . ------.. ----- ----- . - --.- - -... . L O o
IF(IBACK.EQ.1)AO=VL_. (I,1 )+(TIM.(o)-TiMS(5)+TIMES( ) -TIMES(3) MAIOG '57
I +TIMLS(2)-TIMLN(A, ) )A. ,uT MAI-.5986
-AM .=(AM1 +AAO J. . .. ... . . . MA1OO459
IF(OTMAX.Lf.1.L:-o .,A.; S ,.S (t)).A D. OAX.LT..O0..AI . .. MAIO0060
..... DAUS(AMI-AM O).LT.VtUI(i,iJ)s -U) JLl TU 291) ...... MAIGOd1
29.A,----.CN T I NULt --.. -. .. .-- .----.-. - ----- --- -- _- MAL 1 0&&2.
C DID NOT CONVERGe. IN JO ITLRATIONS. iUMP VARIABLES AND STOP-., MAl00863
WRITE(IOUTPT,30U6) MA100864
_300--(-ONMAT(' DUT-UF-PLAN. MISSION DI L.JT CN VERGL. IN 30. I TERATIONS. __SMAI.OU.6_.
1TOP.' MA10066
STOP MA 100d6 f
-. U- -INUE _ --- aCu"-TIN .-------- - -- . - -----.... ..-.-.--- --. ----- ---.. ,A. .0 6 Li..
WkITE(IOUTPT,,z lz) A!<.LLITER MAIOOb869
3212 FOkMAT(F7.2,' DLGR- i. PLANL CHANc.- CONVLRGLL)D IN,13, I .LRATIONS.')MAI0070
IF(DAiS(APNGLL) .LT.1) A ( ELINC.). 6U TO. 26t ......... .. 1.0O 7,-1.
._.CCHANGL UACIK TO i-;UWl- I F Ni-LCLSSARY MAIU0o72..
.IF(N URN .,"L.- G I'L LOU U .. MAI U0873
-4_.A29 -. = L .4.-------.....-.. ..------- - . 2 AO-Jl .
292 TIMESt I)=TIMLS(I+2) MAIG00875
TIMELS( 5) T5SAV MA 100876
T l.,ES(6)= T,,SAV 83 .-..-- -- MAO0.,77_
D0 293J.. =1.I3 .... . ... -.. MA100b7 .
...... .XT (+3 )=-TUGA. . - MA1 79
< .... -x :( - TUGSA
V ( I ) ------ --.. .....--.-- - _.-- - - - -A- -.-- -U.
FILE: MAIN FJ;bTRANk G1A D -MONITOR SYSTEM
:TT --T L.M¢S A V ................... ............ . . . ...
MAl . V 8 0 L 1 -
RULINC=u.U MAIUU88J
C ADD MASS TO INITIAL MA:;S IF oACKWA) MISSIN MAIut-'
.IF-( I ACK-. I . Vi (L ,.i )= V , )-AMSAV .... .A.00.664
ITURNR=2 MAI00o8
C. ROTATE U::T IF FORWARDS %I 0SIO --. MA 
0. 886
I -. - --. GK -l-)--G, -T_.-20 - - .
. .. .
---.__ _ __ _MAI00Q8j6l 
1
DO 294 I=1,3 
MAIOUO88
XT ( I)=RT( I) 
MAlU00u889
--294-XT-(-I-+3 ) =VT (I ... . .
CALL ROTATA(XT : GLL, A!iLL:AN L(.,LCN ,) . MAU(AH91
G TO 20 MAI0u892
-C-_TE-S--T.u .SL. I 1. 
A URAUND-.. SSAY M I 0CL0Qb9__
295 CONl INUE 
MA100694
IF( liiACK.NL. 1) GC TO 2o0 MA10895
S C- -- --- .- - -----.. .. ..- .. . . -. .-. . -.-...- __ ~~MAIQ. Q 9b7
.C TURNAROUND MISSI A .. VL G .....................................................
1
---- MAI 00896
.. C ... --UPT..ML.S. A 
'AYvuO 
, : u U _N.AL.. i 9
WRITEL ( IOCIUTPr,4 1 ) MA1 00900
4001 FORMAT(' ruRN;UAN N ) MISs101N') 
MAIO0901
. -=-IS(6-T.I4:S ) ................................ M0.U.. 
02
MAI 009OJ
. =T IMELS (4 )-i LS(.) MA100904
r2 :Y-1;4LS.(.3 )-TIM. L ( 2 } .. ............ ... ..... __JAAL~u h 5..
B3=TIMLS(2)-TIM.LS(1) MAIO906
TALIGN=TT-TIMKS(o) . MAIO0907
-TLGN=TIMS(-)-TO ... .. ............
O9....0
TO=. rALIGN+- lI1TU 
MAAI0O090U%
r IMES( 1)=TU MAIU0910
S TIMES(3) TI-1M S(21+ -__- . _ _ __ -MA L- u9 
1-2
TIMES(4)=TlM-Sb( )+r2 MAI0091J
T IM ES ()=T IMS(4 +.. . MA4 +OLIU914
TIMLS(b)=T IMLS )+i.J MAlou91l
TT=T 0+iTLGi4 MAIU91o
A.U. ur=-AM.D....... ---..
VH( 1,2)=-Vi-H( I MAI 0091
DO 310 1=1. MAl00919
0 ()= ( ) .MA1U0.920
Q0(1+3)- (1+.3) MA100921
AT(i)=XU(1) . MAIOO922
._ _-_X.T (- +3)"--X0(1+.) ....... _ .M A1.O0-2..9..
AMO=VEH( 1 I) MA16U924
C CUAST TUGSAV TO ALIL 'I in TI 4S(1) MAIU092L
N--....... 
.MA1.0092
CALL LUAIST(TUGSAV .UpTALiGN, U,;DUMPHIsPHI) MAI00927
.C.RiLCNVERG C WITH FUL.:AIW<; .ISblU 
MA10O923
i ACK -=0 -......... ... ..... .............
MA 100 2 3
RL .L 1 NC=0 0 MA100930
ITURN1 MAI00931I TJR NR =
T-- 203................................................................... ........ ... .M L 932
.260. CONT INUE . MAI00933
C..-VERIFY .INAL UijRIT. .MAI00934
FILL: MAIN i -.-i r i j., CAMl1.(,E mL)NITO SY STLM AN2
26.2 VTA(I)=X(l+3) MI03
CALL LMTUT.IMAAIAPTATU). MAI()0938
.- 1TL. (A OUTPT.J>L '!'A oV.TA AAa.LA. IIA PGA TAUA~..- ~..2A0.3
..34.b..Fu4AT'.LUiT. ,\LTUALLY. AkCiiLVLL): './.....................-t~~~.04
~-~.~i'..P0SITL3N'JL)14L'/, \I.L01Y'JD14.b./...........vA004.
3 - E T R G.;~ v P R GEl E=4../ .L- 014~ C.v/ .*I PLR LO = v 1 2 MA100 943Q






COA S2=T IML S 5.)r 1t (4) MAI 00949
- - I F (NoURNb.u). V I :. (I [UIT 17)CIASU BUR2 vCUA S9U s BUR 44.-AlO091i
_3217-. FONMAF/. r (_ V L<Lt CUAIS TL AIN* UU IA F U 2-u URN MISS LJN Z~. ... MA 10 09W)





----- FURMAI ( J,.i4VE kuLL COWSTr AND bUW.Nlt FUk' i-B5UR-N t4lSSILUiN . .1 3l. AIUUJt;o
~~ INIIIAL tCUAz.(=',i./' f-INST N~ UUN'F.2/91 'LCuNDL) OASTMAIUU9b9
36 FI NAL i3UkiJ 'F IU. : MAIU0961
c MA1 00962
.. C.GI DA.v4C: .S CT 14N U-. . . ... .9.. . ---.
C. MAI UU9(4
IFtNUTARNG.i-.-1) Si- FO MAI u096
C .CHECr4 IF 2 UR UN' MA1 009~6
~~~ L W(iJNS22 ', kI 41U- M A I. U~ U.....~~ .969
.. C~bRNMI~1U. LJtU k i4 IN1lIAL CUAST. .. MAI 0097U
...... I F (L)Ab S (I U-T IgML S( 1 J L.TLNTNL rR R UU T L) 4 ut, .MAl 00971
CALL COA;T ( X 0., (), I *'.( ) -To ,XO .J.PrI .PHI MA10c6973
TU= Ti M LS() MAt 00974
_4D 5_AM Vf- H( 1 1) MA1097'..
.TUI tTZ T I MLS ( 1) MAIUU976
1I( I L) jUUNU_. UC.1 ) .(I 'f tj . 10 U. . . . .M 1 0 7
C MAL 00979
C StT UP STATE AND TI1L~ AR,4AYS. . MA10098c;
.x\T!.(1 I =A MAl~U962
GrS(1+3)=-0(oI+." MA 1 0096t>
AO(I+ 3 X~l+ 3 )MAI~u98r6
___ Q0 =-u ..-... . . .. MA1I )LO9al




FILE: MAIN tfOLJRTAN 1 CAMURIDGL MONI1TO, SYSTLM
-- 406---XT(-1-) XTS ( I-).. . . . . . A l
bl=TIMLS(2)-TiiLS( I) MA100992
C1=TIMES(3)-TI M (2) MA100993
62z.T.1 L (4).T1..L.) .........-- AIU 94--C2=  I MES (b -T I . (MA I 99:)
. C2=TI1MLS(b)- M I () MAIOU99
T-I4GS. -1)=2 0 G I0-0-99
TIMtES( 2 )=T IPIE- S 1)+ MAO998
TIMES(3)=TIMLS(2-)+C2 MAI00994
TIMS (4 ) =T I S3+............... ----- 4AL.010L
S iME.S ( 5)=r IM-.s ( )+C MAIOIUOOI
TIMc:.S( o) "T M L .:+L I MAI C01002
T0,T-l4 L S (-) .- . ..... .. .,. MALOID0O - i
TT=TIMES ( ) MAIO1004
8URN T =0AiSS ( T IC.; (L)- I I Ll ) 5 +TIML. S(4)-T I M S(3)+ MA101iOObt
I-T. IMiES 2)-T i ,ES (.1 ) ) -.-.. . .. . ... ..... .......... : - . . . - .... MAI.O-1 0
AMI=VH(1 , 1 )-U vTV HrI( I ) MAlulUU7
AMDOI=-AML)UT -. MAIU10 0
.- -- VEH(-I w-2) =-Vi- ,2V) I .H ( ...... AI-u- O9
C SET UP INITIAL COA&T FOj: uALKWARDS MISSION. MA101010
NUO-0 
MAIO1011
CALL- COAST (X.,. ,- X.QU-PHI .Pi l.) .. JAL.0.012.
T0=TO-bu-. MA101U1.
C-SELT UP .AMONTE CAI LU , JrU. MA10114
- C.. .... -4-l,- 1.. 1 -
C MAO01010
C CALCULATE LN)ND CfLnODITIOrS MAIO1017
1 CALL VALxT ,V, V,- ) ........................... MALI.
. . 411 1=1, .o . MA101019
411 CC(I)-UD(I } AIUI02U
A.V---II--iAL.. C}Oi 1TI iN- I U, . T CAL- RU, .... MA.tilL. .
00 41b I1l AI__-ATI01022
XoS(1)=Xu(I) MA10102>
OOS[()=.(1 ) AL................. .............. 2
. VEHS( 1 )=VlH(1.1) MAi0102t
STIMESb (I )=.T1 M S( 1) MA101020
T(lit(1-) =XT( I ) . .I,£ .1..2. .






1 t-IS UNS = OUNi) ...... MA.LOL03.i
C LOOP FOR MONTE CARLO riU',S. MAI1034
IPRINT=I MAI 
1 U3b
,4- 0. 4.. MONT- 1 --CAi-L.-.. . .MAIU L03G
1IUP)A f=o MAI 01037
..C REST1 1 RL VAI1ALuL,-. - MA1O 103.
D .. 42  l=1 . -. A...................LU.........U.39.
VEH(191)=VEHS(1) MAIO1040)
XOu( )=XOS(I) MAIO1041
•.( I)=005 ( I) 1 V.. . . . MALO 42.
XT(1)=XTS(1) . MAL01043
.. .T I QTI ( )-. .A.. mA101044
.TI -. .) =TT ) 1 4L:. A i . .............. . . .-.. . I 0..
MitN- 8
FILL: MAIN FLU 1T: A;N l CAi4oIGE MUONI TO- SYSTLM
.42 C.(-1). SMAI .4
VEH(1,7)Vt.HS(7) MAIO104[
DU C40. 
MAI 0104-D O 4 2 ( l = , l i) .. . ._ M A l o l. O A S,
- --42 o--J=1,7 ........ -- --- . -.-.. -......... MA 1






AM O=AM OS . . .. . .. ... . ...... ..... .... ... ... . .. .....M A 1.O 1Ub tJ
. ....... ..... 
...T  .. . .
....... TT=TTS __.. .. ...... .. M  AI U Ih
S..F-.(N. -U- --S- - --. ,G,3) -C-ALL- ,,. (- .U.U-I-NT )..........-
420 IF(-NBURNS.E(o2) CALL COCO MA10105
CALL STATIS(MCA i 
L O )  MAI0106u
_MA t. U6
. N ... 
--- MAIO 1 o





AUXOUT prints the status of the convergence, from the most recent
call to GUIDE.
B. Input/Output Definition
Input Parameter Symbol Definition
X(I) I=1,6 x Vehicle final state
XTF(I) I=1,6 XT Target state at same time as above
TIMES(I) I=1,6 - Array of times at ends of coast and
burn arcs
Q0(I) I=1,6 qo Costate at start of mission
DTIMES(I) I=1,6 At Requested corrections to TIMES
DQ0(I) I=1,6 Aqo Requested corrections to costate Q0
IOUTPT - Output device number
Output Parameter
None.
C. Method of Computation
The only variable calculated is the estimate of the total burn remaining
COST = I(TIMES(2) - TIMES(1))+ (TIMES(4) - TIMES(3))
+ (TIMES(6) - TIMES(5))I
4uxour - 2
FILE' AuUJT Fou"Tt<Ai,, Ii CAM.,PRIDGL MUlTLi SYSTe.M
COMMON /(.[ET6,1,-(JTAOVt(07)G~)T~S(6)*C~b) AUXVOUOj
VOR ITE i oufi-T,1 )X,.X F AUXOU08
1 FORMAT (//, IA jT A INA))'.6L 4 .6/. X()S TE)'6E 1 4. b AUX00009
W.dTE( IOUTPT.2).L, AUX~OuX I
2.... FUjFNMAT( ki* M iAIN N,Li- ,14. b AuxuOO 12
3 FOR~MAT(I A, I QO' 9 i:I.o.cv/ s DUG=9,biz-16 ,/.t)X, T=' AUXQOU14





Subroutine BCBCB is used during guidance mode to take the vehicle
through the first burn of a 3-burn mission. It operates in either a back-
wards mode (o')utbound mission) or a normal moce, and is called by MAIN at
the start of each Monte-Carlo run. It in turn calls FORWRD at regular in-
tervals until the end of the first burn, at which time it changes mode (if
backwards) to the normal mode and calls CBCB to handle the remaining coasts
and burns. BCBCB also modifies the TIMES array on each cycle to reflect the
fact that part of the first burn has occurred, calls GUIDE to reconverge the
mission with the new (possibly perturbed) vehicle state, and adds the resultihg
corrections to the TIMES array and costate. On the indicated cycles (lOUT = 1
or next-to-last cycle in the burn arc), subroutine NAVOUT is called to collect
the Monte-Carlo statistics. On the last cycle in the burn arc, the call to
GUIDE (and the addition of the corrections to TIMES and Q0) is skipped and
CBCB is called with an initial step time of zero.
B. Input/Output Definition
Input Parameter Symbol Definition
IBOUND - 0 - outbound mission (implies backwards
mode)
1 - inbound mission
TOINT In backwards mode, the actual value
of TO
TRUEMS Vehicle mass before start of burn
(normally equivalent to AMO except
when in backwards mode)
XT(I) I=1,6 xT Vehicle state in backwards mode
TT t T  Tine at start of first burn in oitbound
case
TO tO  Time at start of first burn in inbound
case
IOUTPT Output device number
BCBCB - 2
Input Parameter Symbol Definition
DTYPE(I). I=1,2 - .I=1; normal guidance step size during
burn
I=2; not used in BCBCB
TIMES(I) i=i,6 - Vector of times at end of each leg (or
start of each leg in backwards mode)
Output Parameter Symbol Definition
IPRINT - Always 0; shuts off printout resulting
from calls to GUIDE after first step in
first Monte-Carlo run
MODE - Always 0; restores mission to free-time
rendezvous (backwards mode only)
AMO - Mass at end of first burn
TIMES(I) I=1,6 - Vector of times at end of arcs, with
first burn deleted from the vector
(TIMES(1)=O, TIMES(2)=O) and, in back-
-wards-mode,--the-vector --restored-to its
normal form
Q0(I) I=1,6 qo Costate at end of first burn
TO Time at end of first burn
TT Time for which target state is valid
CC(I) I=1,6 - New end conditions for target (backwards
mode only)
C. Method of Computation
After zeroing the time accumulator (used to determine when Monte-Carlo
statistics are to be collected), saving the vehicle initial mass, and ini-
tializing several control integers, BCBCB branches to one of two separate sec-
tions of code, depending on whether a normal 3-burn mission is being run. In
either case, it is assumed that the first burn begins immediately, with no
initial coast.
BCBCB - 3
In the backwards mode, the TIMES array as supplied to BCBCB is already
reversed and ready to use, as are To and TT. The weights are set to 1.0 since
the backwards mode works best with hard constraints and mode is set to 3 to
change to a fixed time rendezvous. Subroutine FORWRD is then called every
DTYPE(1) seconds during the first burn, with the exception of the last two
steps which- are approximately equal to ezh other and less than DTYPE(1)/2,
and TIMES(6) is updated. Each time the print accumulator exceeds PTB, subrou-
tine NAVOUT is called to collect Monte Carlo statistics, and the accumulator
is reset to zero. M/C statistics are also collected on the next-to-last step
in the burn arc. Also, following each call to FORWRD, except the last, GUIDE
is called and the corrections are added to QO and TIMES, Q0 is maintained at
unit magnitude, and the estimate of vehicle final mass is recalculated from the
mass rate, current mass, and requested changes in the burn times. On the next-
to-last call to FORWRD (NLAST=1), subroutine GUIDE is called repeatedly (with
no changes in vehicle state) until the miss in final position is less than 1
kilometer. On the last call to FORWRD, GUIDE is called but no changes are per-
mitted in the TIMES array and QO and the weights are restored to their original
value. In addition, the flag is set to add the navigation update corrections
to vehicle state on the very first call to FORWRD from CBCB. The mission is
then turned aroundto normal mode, and the target end conditions reevaluated.
Finally, subroutine CBCB is called to handle the remaining coasts and burns.
In normal mode, BCBCB works in much the same way, except that the states
and TIMES array are not reversed, and TO is updated rather than TIMES(6).
BCBCB - 4
ZERO ACCUMULATOR (FOR PRINTOUT)
STORE INITIAL MASS
SET NOMINAL STEP SIZE (DTYPE(1))
STORE TIME AT END OF FIRST BURN
(BACKWARDS MODE ONLY)
SET STEP INDICATOR VARIABLES
'\ A
SAVE WEIGH'S; YES / BACKWARDS" NO SET STEP
FORCE HARD --- MODE NO SIZE FOR









ICNCRERMENTD UPDATE FLAG LAST STEP
TIMES(6)
L- ___J NO
I CALL GUIDE COLLECT
LAS ,LA > ~TURN MISSION E COLLECT1- IOUT=1 11-C
-- LAS _ARU4OUND: SET TO
STEP IN YES SOFT CONSTRAINTS _ A T
BURN (WEIGHTS /1.0); NO r
EG RESET INITIAL MASS
NO ,B AMO; REEVALUATE LAST STEP"
END CONDITIONS
SET NAVIGATIONAL YES
CALL GUIDE UPDATE FLAG X
AND CKSET, r NO
ADD CORRECTIONS CALL GUiIDE,
TO TIMES AND Q CALL CKSET
CALL CBCB ADD CORRECTIONS
COLLECT AND RETURN TO TIMES AND QjM-C





N=N+1 / " CALL GUIDE
NO NLAST1 YES MISS END MISS1KM 1 QT1=Q0 C
CONDITION AND N620 -TQ
' ERROR '1 /Li=1,6
BCBC8-5
FILEL: LIu ci~ h~~I , CAMAi UD06L~ MONITO SYSTLM
-'-----Su ik [ I -f . I UN).0t-INT..
C SUHROUT I N TO, TAKE 'r H- T k I, THROU GH T*UHL I N IT IAL HUfkN OF A 3-.ABUR N aCB00O20.
C MISSION IN (,U10)ANCL N1001-- 1;.-)J,<S FOR BOTH INDLOUNI) AND OUTBOQUND)MSIN
LUCMMUN /JVLOUu r1,-F (ii) C30S
LOMimON /Uh)DATL/IUJPJAU .~fLUOL
COMMON /CA )(/M)L_ tBCr3OO
9 O
CU:.I.VUCN 1/1I01111,/X*(b) f T PAU (U) ,['U sAt-1 ,VLil( 10,7) *UU.(6) ,TIMLS () ICC(b )t3cUUO1u I10
COMMON i.j,-,Ir/ (L)) sL(II% )% 12 ) 9X(U) oa..6) Z( ~I92)LC0OU12 0
LOW- -.~CpN C NLX / HA R 1ANk;C*XJAX9JMJM~AXI ,JLAST,N0*N0P*NR cGOS BCBOO 140
COMMON /CbT~~N 3 jTWP(2 ~A CB00 1 bO
CLW 1' /CuCS I /,.t (Q bCj)1
~I~~N51O NT~t~) 0(1300200
C ZERO) -TiIL ACLAULATO. W01
- 10 (U r = 0 - t600O2
3 0
---C-.SAVL INl'flAL MASS b. Ct30O24U
C SET NOMIN4AL STEP SIZE IN rURW. ECLB0260
* DT=DTYPL(1) .t~cBOG270
-C--SA V L -T I M AT L NO ) F L A Ik ..,U-N .TI F A T.ST A R OF- I ST LiUkN 0 kLS 1CW Z,
C SlET VAR I Ai-LLS .l Lb0.30t
LAS f=0 aCB 00320(
NPO INT =0 bCbOO330
-- -IF-( IOUND .1-0 .1 )GO T1. 1W 'o.- . . . . . .. .--. LQ0 3UCUO03!30
C BCt3004~0
.C WLI G HT (1)-1 iL F LLL T': I i;h i4 CoUzT -<A1NIT UN tJALvANOS iiURN. OCLUO04lu
I WCld-il (I )- .0 OB1044U
NC~0~t3Oo
- CSTART-A-A1N GUI',)ANCi. LLU.I1 FUNi !t:1!,ST BUiO,. d Ca 0 L) 4 6.
.3.... .I(LAS T.LQ.1) LA:ur-=A .. ouO4l
L ...... I IUi-I io04cqu
1F(NASU.~.1 UT.D..~S(TMLSb)-iMLSb))/. .bCbOotbUu
.----. CLL.. FORWFlL) D 0 -. T ,J..... 0 U102
TI, ~t.1T1M:~(~-ur .. .... .... ... . ......... U0 .)3O
iff LA-' F.u I) UL ILI - LCUtj 0
BCBCB - 6
FILE: F.C~1 -n[A C~A uG t4ON ITO ! SYSTEM
CALL (UIDE(O*Lu) tiB07
1pklN T=u b C B0 u 56
- - - A L- 0K " -. K ------.-.... --... . . .-- 6.U- .
IF( I UU T.. 1) -A LL N 4V 0UT I ,NPUI i T) dC.i
C APPLY C0i RECTILJNS ri! Ok.;* KLii--P .T (z QUL0) AT UNIT t,,AGNITiLJE. OO6+i
----- QT--..THL ACTUAL 4j1 jU.it.Ust.U- FOR STLLRING. .
.. D Ll 4 1,1
.U G( I )u (I )+ L~ I u ~CU C u 6
U'GIS j l J.(;0( 1 8j) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 ;..
U0 41 I1,vo BCt30070.J
-.-..C.APPLY. CC~'ULCTI-.r,,S Cu ALL IiMLS LL--r TH--. LA! O' t~f4L5E IT IL kEALLY -,bLEJ60720
.-- C .-THE-CLOCr& TIl,; IN ~A A-V ~u . ... . . ..- - -- ~ UU
b T IML:S.( I )=T I MLS i )+>&D K, ~ )bCu~'
T~FNAS.LI ,, j j . Li LJ UUPJ7
(-ALLb'.LU04C
DOC 11 1=19z LLd C"
60 TO OL~ B 008d7 (
C END Otz FIR S' N3wISI.t AI01O B~~ C3 05 0 aiUN 8
----&-.--CALL GUI LjL 0~*) . . .
C RESTO)RE T1-L: WvL166rT. b(~aO093
[A) 7 1 1 b b~U
.CC1A(~. UiL. ON~) -LW~d .~1SIuN Ac&( TO NORM'-AL -MOUL. . U~0Y~
ci=L;( T IL -T I ) BC6U~0990
...~. J=AtuS( Ti L()1 22$ -iio U..... lCU...
Tt TFiM!L-( I )-TG DCLU1 u2u
~-T.W'& I U. ... ..
TI MLS(2) u * U G3CS 1
TIMLES( j)=TO+L2. eiCBO 10t
M If 5 ( 41 -. T-I -s
T IMS U) f ILSVJI+Lfji o i 9c
BCBCB -7
FILL.: bCLbC5i FbT<KP .. AA~UG ANI SYSTLM
AN U=T0TLMS-L1) 1*ViH (1 )irO112u
DO 6 1 =I 3 dcBU1 1 iJ
XT, (4I T X0 I HbB11_4_)
8 xu( i+3)=-xTrE1MP2 L.u ., 10uo~A
C.STLNO CiiL)1TION'S. bk(-L3 122 ;
DO 9 1=19b ti~CB1240
9 CC(1)=LUD(1) bCi0 1250




C 3-BUNN INBIOUND J,\$ U. jW~AL U). ~CS 01:300
C BEsL-) 131 0
...C.. SET 00. TU UN-IT MAQ1,NI TUi.)L . UCBQ133U
100 0 MAGSUS0I4T(Uu(1'+Q? 2 UC.i4') UCLOUI-.40
101 00 ( I )=00( I IU A C01360
102 IF(NLAST.UQ.I) LAST~l isaB01370
----- IF.(-T I LS ()-T L, I ) - -2.4D TYPa 1 ).N LAr= I.a..la
I F N LAUT L0. .1I) WT(] i'~'() rIL5 2 )/f~ I 1 2
.~---.ALL- VO,<U(U.,' 0A j J~. * 1i 1 1 1
T1 MES ( I T ML AS(I)+O L! -rCb0143.
_______ F. (LAS;T.L:Q . 1 T 10 d iu.. .
MOULO= U CD 0146 u
_____ _ ALL (~U~~~A .0) . . .... ....
I PR 1' NT =u CB0146i0
CK=-I. *UCU 0 14 90
.CA L L -C KS L T LK).. ..
,,_C_.AUL) LU 1I'L LT1U 4.S Ti f' ri:_S . uCLB01510
... DO 13 I=1gr.) . 3Cb01ti20
.LU.(4. U U I ) + L&;j-' b .------.. -.- --.- -.. . . . -.- * U
103 T IM S( i T I i-S ( I)LFiA LSLZ1)4K 6 co1t'
I FNL A ST.~ .Lz r 1U I U.1 NP~iNTN1'POINT+1 BAcdQI tisoJ
~~..1(NLAS.LU.I.LlliUUT.U.1)CALL fi.AVUUT(1,NPUUlijTr) .i0.
. - Gt f~j 10 ( 10 .LC 1 t.j~
_106 CALL CUiC3 ICB 1 530
-_____ ..................................--..-------------. Ai.dO0..1 u




The new BVAL5 subroutine replaces the BVAL5 and BVAL6 subroutines in
GUIDE 71/6. It calculates the miss in end conditions and partial derivatives
of the end conditions for either hard or soft constraint missions with up to
six end condition constraints and free or fixed terminal time. The subroutine
can also be called (for example, for initializing desired h and e) with
NBVAL=-l to calculate the three components of the angular momentum vector h
and the three components of the eccentricity vector e, pointing toward peri-
gee with magnitude of eccentricity. BVAL5 calls the subroutine COAST to
obtain target state XTF at the end of the mission, TIMES(6).
B. Input/Output Definition
Input Parameter Symbol Definition
XF(I) for I=1 to 3 r Final vehicle position
for I=4 to 6 v Final vehicle velocity
QF(I) for I=1 to 3 u Final control vector
for 1=4 to 6 u Final (du/dt)
PTV(I) for I=1 to 12 aT V Partial derivatives of TV with res-
lay- T T T *T T
pect to y=(r ,v , u ) evaluated
in BUZZ
TV T Phasing transversality condition
P(rTu)/Irl3 + (vTu ) evaluated in BUZZ
NBVAL Flag parameter indicating whether or
not miss in end conditions and their
derivatives are to be calculated
UK Gravitational constant
C(I) for I=1 to 3 hd Desired orbital angular velocity
for I=4 to 6 ed Desired eccentricity vector
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Input Parameter Symbol Definition
Z(I,J) 1=1 to 12 (jy Partial derivatives of final
J=l to JMAXl1 (J y = (rT T TuTT with respect toy C r.,v ,u ,u )wihrseto
JMAXl independent variables
JMAX1 JMAX Number of independent variables,
JLAST -JMAXl + 1
MODE Flag to denote fixed terminal time
mission
TIMES(6) tf Terminal time
TT T Target epoch (time at which XT(T) is
valid)
XTF(I) for I=1 to 6 xT(T) Target state at time T
WT(I) for I=1 to 6 w Diagonal components of weighting matrix
ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. (W(I)=1.O if
the Ith end condition is a hard constraint.
W(I)=O.O if the Ith end condition is un-
constrained.)
Output Parameter Symbol Definition
D(I) for I=1 to 3 h Orbital angular velocity
for I=4 to 6 e Eccentricity vector
DELTC(I) for I=1 to 6 Ac Miss in end conditions
XTF(I) xT(tF) Target state at tF
DC(I) for I=1 to 6 DC Weighted combination of transversality
conditions and misses in end conditions
E(I,J) for I=1,6 rDC) Partial derivatives of S with respect
J=7,JMAXl - to independent variables
BVAL5- 3
C. Method of Computation




The subroutine COAST is called to propagate xT(T) from T to tf. If a fixed
terminal time mission is being flown (indicated by MODE=3), the parameters
JMAX1 and JLAST are each decremented by 1. This has the effect of eliminating-
the dependent variable corresponding to the change in the transversality var-
iable across the last burn arc. It also has the effect of eliminating terminal
time as an independent variable and of eliminating the appropriate row and
column of the E matrix.
The end condition miss vector Ac is composed of scaled components of
HxR
Ah, Ae and Ar lying along the R and K = T- vectors and a scaled miss in or-
bital energy E.







Here, Ah= h t htarget
Ae = etarget 
- e
and Ac is evaluated at R = r and H = h. This constraint formulation has ex-
cellent convergence properties for well pcsed orbit injection and rendezvous
missions of all geometries. All components of ac are scaled to.have the same
units as r.
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In order to avoid stability problems during the last leg of a mission,
the problem is formulated so that a weighted combination of fuel use and miss
in end conditions is minimized. The cost functional
J = m dt + 1/2 AcTWAc (3)
t
t0
is minimized. Here W is a 6x6 diagonal weighting matrix and Im is the rate
of fuel consumption during burns. Minimizing this cost functional is equi-
valent to satisfying the costate equations
(3Ac)T
Pf = ( J WAc (4)
T -T T
where pf (u -u ) or equivalently the equations
(I-w)BTpf = wAc (5)
X=x
where B is a nonsingular matrix such that
BT (acT = I (6)
X=x
and w is a diagonal weighting matrix with ith diagonal component wi related




Whenever an end condition such as phasing is unconstrained, the correspondingT
diagonal component of w is zero. For hard constraints, w=I, the vector B Pf
is composed of six scaled transversality conditions. The sixth component of
BTpf is IrlTv/jhI where Tv is the phasing transversality condition calculated
in BUZZ. The components of (1-w)BTpf given in terms of multiplying coefficients
C..ij defined in the code are1.)
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(I-w)BTp = C11(hT)
-C21(rTu) - C22 (vTu)
-C31(rTu) + C :2(rTu) - 33(v u)
-C41(hTu) + C42(hTu),h (h
-41k 42
I T-T T
C51(rTu) + C52(r u) + C53(vTu)
\ C61Tv /
The DC vector calculated in BVAL5 corresponds to the miss in satisfying Eq. (5)
T
DC = wAc - (I-w)B Pf (9)
Partial derivatives of DC with respect to the independent variables 4 are
calculated via the chain rule.
=ai raDC.rJ i + (aD I (10)
Th-eG ii--ii BVA5--rs pond-o (- DC-x )negl ectng-derivatives-of.
scaling factors. From Eq. (8), it can be seen that the second term in Eq. (10)
is efficiently evaluated by calculating terms such as hT  rT3 TJ and mul-
tiplying by the appropriate Ci. coefficients.
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FIL: ASVJ FLiAIJ 'j .ce c. kAb~1~ "101kLTU SYSTLM
THI FIL VAOU02iO
COTAN BVAVA SLV, O4 BA
c SUBRUUTINL ,'/'~CALLULATLS D) (ANGUL-AP- MOiMENTUM AND) 3VAOOU9U
-C -- E:CCZEN-TNICTY-VL-*.T~i-)- 1) 4-k~i'. *INPII SlATL AF.- IFN:NiVAL U-E-OT_6.A0-t-
C EQUAL -1, THEN IriZ LLC VLCTU-: ( 'wLIGI1TLL COJML31N~AfION .i tF bVAQOIIU
-C Ti4ANq!_i!_SRALI_1Y AN- - IN LI'U) CUNCDITIUIkS) Arlbt THL IE iATk'X BVA0O12)
G-P ~ Ak-f IAL--)- RL I1VA TI 1Vi iF-- Wl T i-i -k $PIECT .-- T j--T HE -JAX I VA .A.1_ u5.
C I__lNDEW-NDE-NT VAi-IAJ3LLS) Ati. ALSO. CALCULATED. BVA00140
C 
bVAOO 1t>
-C~ ~ ------ -.
a A II
- SU~3NUUTINE LVALL-;,.Lr,(jf2.IPTV,TV,N-VAL) LVAOUil70
M iP LIC I T k ~ A-ii Z )_1 V..AUAOO16)
COMMON /ib-VL(Ur/,-,iF(t)tJLjLT(:(6) kBVAUP.20;
COMMON /GlfuIN/ XT (6,11.Xui(t,),TC,9AMqVvLH(U97) tU(u) 9 biVA0021
COMMUi /LiJH-Y!$/ UirTIUA.UL,9uAL.VAvu23v
COMMrON /LIi'JLL-X/ 1At-,.4Xj*MXgLA~i,(ok4~N'KO EVAOU2bO
CUMMiON /CLUE/ MUI li LL * 1 $TLP . 1VA00270
-....
UMMLIaS IUN 6 (u UL)(. J) 3 k),!X Uk<AU o(,&F ( )P-1V (I 1.X ) UVAUU29U
!Fl(. I JI-N VJ)--' L'J . _-0 .........-. ..U( a DH 1 L A~_ ~
JMAX 1=J?.AX 1i-1 LVA0032 U
JLAST=JLAST-1 BV/A0O330
...(JAX I, I13) =0. sA0
1 N0 1 kiVA0U3bQ
- C.; ULJ RUf I i &i- Cu\s i IS' LALLI:U TO PktJPAGATL TARGETL STAI- TO L3VA~u.UJbu
C. CAN oE %ALCULAlti:. 
bA038
CALL L0ASrtx~rqV(.j4.'2,t f (I-TIXT~vI)UM2.t)UA1,OU4I) . LVA0039U.
R( I =F VAU0410
u(I )=ur( 1 ) UV. S~AUU420
_-.--UD.(AI "F. ( I +J, . -i--.- .. . . . . . . . _ _ 
_ ~ A Q~
2 V( I)=XF( I-'-) t)VAUO440
R2= .U I ) *- (I )+; k 2) )+ R(3 R.3 (A BVA004bQ
.L-S k. r 
__- __8,- . VA QU46L,
kTV=( 1) V( )+.,UVAUU43U




~ .CALCLULA TL AN(GULA; 4M &U VLCltU H. ~.___iVA U0 2 G
SbVAOUL>3u
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FILL.: CA~j.i)VJ FU k f r A-N CAkri:JGu MONITUk SYSTE~M
oo 3 =1,3 VAOU57k.
3 o j tVA0056 ,.
____H=0SRT2 _...............-, . .. .....-- VA 060
VUI<=#2 -R*UK &3VA00630
Do 4 1=1,.j EVA064v
_____~~aV 0 0......E1 i 6~(
HU=11M* UA _-6iVAOO66u
_-Uk~e=UK*RN2 ___ E.VAU u 7
L 'M G=,' 2-RT V,2 BVAU069U
CF0 . 3*V2-uK*Rm BAOU
-C-~. CALLULATLh t Euuii.) our AN4D Q&JSS PRUL)UCTS -VAO2
a fU1-~ 1 4J( 1 +~2 )~'. 2)+F~(J) _-u (3) ~AO
R.TUD=N) L)- *.....-- CI-..--.-- .... '- VAOu.7 4 L
VTUzV( 1 )4U( 1)+V(2 -)4. )+V(3)*'U(3) BVA007t)O
H TU =D ( I )J(I ) +)( ) )V)U(z) N()VA0076U
---- TUL-D ( )4U ( I -i() ) (2+L(i)'U-2cJ ---.-----------VA00Q77t
- .-.. IVAUo68U
bVA00F620
.VU( I) =v(2 )*'J(i -V i) 'U(2 . VA0W8iO
H.IVA0089LC
'--..-.....CALLULATL ~2)i.LJ.--FF IL1I~. C COE'FFiCALNTS MULTIPLY .BVA00900
-C ... P)T WJULTS U' Lilh A *4L CUSI ATL IN TRAN'SV_'RALI 1Y CONL)I TI UNS. . bVAOO 1U
~C~i~uL F~ I Li4 [.-.A,". &(LAI.. iMULT I liIk5- IN PAkT1 ALS. i LC.I~kV.Q2
c RLSPLCA 1_0 i%, A:40 V. DVAOU9$ju
E31 1='WT (1 *,TV/H2 E3VA0094 0
2 1 =w r (1 i .'o - . .A AQ~
C .. 1 1 C1 -NT()'< U VAOU96U
Si.~IwT(2)N~ . . kVA0097T0
C2 1 1 0-N T(2)- JR /CF kVA0099_0
C22=0. >*C21 bVAu 1O0(
U.3= 1 .0- 4(3 F 3 2/iii.. .
LFALCUJ,' R TU)+ i'jv~) UVA0102U
S-...VAU103C)
B.33=Wr (3)*NTV/(1 0.K )-ku3*RT*U BA1
U34=WT (3) *H2Nc,/riU-P*FA C BVAU l0ou
L31=.0;*TV )4:~rIi............................... -VAlu
C . C J U. (3 /HMVA 1. US
4- I-~WT (4 1-1M
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FILE: CA~JUVj FJ-I'd Ai- 'L ceo AM31GL L)1TOR SYSTEM
134 0.* t* H4 2 
BVA01 120






C i- Z)uWjH2AQ, 
LVAO 1210
.- 
, CU t* T V CF 
O IVA0 1220
b b.1-W TJb.). M BVA01240
Cbl=( U-w~c,)bVAU125o
CALCULAIL 0LrL~ UFUCJIIlH kt-SPLCT. Td R AND) V. ....EiVA0127U
Do b FIVA012SU
G~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I +3 4 )+ .Ix BVA01340
C(4 1-.)t 1 L =I? * i -,i(1)+(L2I-RT L+ 2'* T )-V(I
G 1) B- l tl(I -3 4 C61* O VA U 1370
G 3 + -)= 6 v I ) ' -. 4 iI ) + C .j_ 4VAU1JI
G =(+)-64 3 IV1+-J)4-RXD(I L R BVA010




DU- _J=( 1 J~'L M 0J+~()L A1 XJ-IN I-12J 
iiVAO143O
D R .4~UJ ) =RI ) 4Z(t7J1)+(,24.Z 8, J)+ R(J)Z (,Ji 
dVA.V 01440
UHU (J) =D I ) iZ J 2 -", .S ) 3 . 9 VA0145o
C.CiALLULifUk AKTL CF I L 'N I I H- RLS3P-LCr FU COWiTATE P IL S 
6VAO 1460
c -_AR~T IAL- UF UL-A_"I_ -- SPL __ jLL I .UDLPLI',DLNT. VA1kLALILLS. --. ,JJVA.iV-4-7-u_
C (FIR~ST STEP Or- Lrl1-IN PUJL.) BA1
E(1,V-C1*i.)~L)() BVA0 1490
L:(J*J. J VAO1!tAO
L.(4sJ =C 1,() I IZ(Ios 
L)2I i)D Z 'J))C * H (JVA01520
L~~~~ (t )=ZbI*( ( i u ,.J) +v ( z) * Z( Ii ,j +v (3) *Z( 12 J) )-L,2*L-)RU (J) BVAUIt34 U
C AO)I IN PAkl'lAL_ oF DC2 ; ITH kEUS)'CT TO STATt_ ]*14ML* ,'ARTIAL 
aVA~ltb5o
LIE.$IAT . ~1~i.~kLSL(21Li LNL)tP'l kD.WT VAiiA3La'5*.~i4O1S0
Ld u 
U~' VAOlI. SU
C* CALCULATL MIS1: IN StJFr LCASTi4AINTS. 
E3VAO160U
C I* DELTA H AXLUiKO It CkO!S k 
IVAOIuU




C .- - L. LLTA hi Au 6' N .. bVA0160
__________ 
~ ~ LLL A L A U G~~-.-~. --.
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FILE: CALLJVJ -it < A'. I'j LAN'Hl.)RGiL MOJNITOR~ SYSTEM
A-,L .. ALU..I-L-LiUSS3 -ZC4L
C WHEkt. LLTA Mq2~~T LI~PINUS ACTUAL A!NLj CON'STRAINTS BVA0167U
C ARZ SCALEDi TO HAV!- -jNL ,-S oF LENGTH. 8VAU 1680
____________ 
VAUI..700-
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -- C()4 +CJC~).)U------. -VAALZ2CL.
DE TC( 3 C (4 -04 JA +( CK 2 ( ( -L 6 X K(3) BVA01730
DELTC( 4).(C 1): I I )+c(2 )*R (2 )+C (3)-t.C(3) )/hM SVAUl-740
.-....4)L~iC~)=C 4)-- 4 )44N( I)(5() -JL) )(.; + (C ()-D( )*Ui.-- aVAU 1.7.b0..
+X TF (2~ .Li )+XFC")4 K *~VA0 1760
.......CALLULATL 4cL i irL L C0b i'AT1 LnS Oh lRANJ5VLRSAL.Ir tV----------VAU 1770o
C ------( j 1- 1.1VN . A i.:~ .. FAV Q-17a..
UC( 1 )=C1 1:HTU+;df (1I )*:liFL rc( 1) UVA0 1790
~ BVAO 1810
- -IlVA0li430..
RLTUIRN ESVAO 1 6b,0
END B3VA0 1 6U
-. ~~~ 
V AIL -(L -. A..1
RiEAL*5 A(12,2b)*'j BVAU1910
-DO b WIoLu EiVAO 1920
IS I U=N UVAO 1940
1 I.....i)L I N o - IVAO 19bO
DO 2 J=M.L7 BVA01970
U=A(lt1Gh,J )/A( L1 ;,)BVAO 19bU
-- .- A( IblG9J)=A(NJ) .. - .- VA0L1990
.. Z~~ A(No J) =U BA2
IF(I.EGI.N) GOC TO BVA02030
DO 4K=ML(r JVA0Z204U







C THIS 15 A FOUN-CoN:J i Aivir VL.'1-SUN OF f-. ALtO. T- MISSION .LVA0215U
C. IS TO AClilr--VE AN 34,;JIT NITH GIVEN VALUIES OF SEA41MAJUR AXI!S. LiVA02160
~ O, N.A~~LTOF. PLfl.GEL.--.TH-6-~ HV0.7,
.. CLlSTANT5i -WHILH. ArL I~ A I Y*.L)U IN C.- iN THE L UPAUi BLOCK GDN.... VO 5
-- C---~ARLMAAGNITUJiz. AND icl;jt UAPNN F LJui-zTAL ANGULAR VLLD -lfY H......VA29
-C-.-~.-...~4IL) uM~~&N. N ~ii A -Vl.&T~jr L -ju I N F I 4 -TO-V AND. l)
.ro BVAL5-10
FILE:~,e~ CA.4V %fL.A~ CAW ,ID1FjL MONITuk, sYSTEMFILE .CA BVJ Fll J~ijbeS'I
COMMON[ /CpH-yS./ i3~,Li ~i 1 i0i~~j .4~A.~LT VA02221
COMMON /CIl;,Ji:X/ i4A .IACJ',AAJ.1,JAAX1.JLASTNc~lNJPN..KGOS 3VAU22J9
I .DUMM (4) 9S 
...--.. 
--- .. VA02206I
C***< I> CALCULAL:-- LAi I FR I I TO 4****-t*6VU23)
R2= . (,K I X-: (I +YF *XF(2 +-F (3XF '3)BVA022901
- TV=XE(1 ) *XF (.4)+XF(.)x +XF(J) *XF (6) 8VA0231 C
* ~ UVA0234U
H2=D( I)4L( 1) BVAO235ku
~~-- - ......- - - --- ;VA C 2.C
V2UR=V2/Uf,-fiM lVAU24UU
R'FVU~kThl/UK B3VA024 1 C
- - D( )z-F(-)-,2 i A 0. 
.. .. ...
). V.~i AU2 4 -U
- IF (NJVAL.lL.-1) UVA0Z43G,(
----C***< 2 > LALCULAIE-..IL LAi.UVATIVLS L( I,J) 444* ~~***LVOL4
fR3k=XF(J3)*RM*R2 bVA02461
V3U=XF (6)/UK £3VA02470
- --- V2H=V2/0 ( I .) ~ 
-. -.
~ ~ . . . - ---- -- - .. A.! 2 6C








- DU ~4 1=19-i BVA02b5o
....... G(I )F~x( 1J)+,1-(t-(1)UVA02 >b
G 3 ()+~rvl UVAU2580
G(6)=6(6) *Hv BVA02590
..--)U..-.1J1.JMAA~l.
- R Z 4 = X F (£ SV A O 2 ia2 O U
V Z I=F ( 4 Z .,J + X r ('k ?J )+xrF Z(3.s bVAL,2o4u
b VA 027610
-..t.VA0270
E(i v I 
-Z BVAU;27Ut
... bU~0.0.. LVA0271u,
-3 ~~1=1.. J2Q. -4 (2 J)-.:(2 Z.4..UFC...... ~ .... L.A 27
-4 :bVAL5 - I1'
FILE: (7S!3VJ FU rL A;- 1; CAM.1O IGLE MUNI TO SYSTEM,
- 2- M=-!i U M+P T V ( ) ,Z ,J ) .. -LVA 2 7b
S1 ,/(6,J)=SUM BVAO770
C***<. /I > CALCULATE IMISS I'4 ,NO CONDITION"- DrL C ****************** VAO270
----- iDO -3 -1 = 1 , ,4 . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. VA Z7.9
---. . ( 1I 3 )=CL( )-U( ... ........................... . .... VAO2 0-
T- - (6 1 ) V U-- --- - .8 A ~/// ( .- (XF.(64,.) lF (1I)-AF (-4.. GF-.2.) -XP-(2 F.-(.4)+-XF.1) Io* F ( 5)-) "^ 0..O2 O-
/. RETURN 8VAO2830
LND ,VAU2640
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ....... ..... 
. . .... . . . ............. 
...-
. ..... . ~-~ - -. - - - .- . ... -
-...
